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Abstract
Linguistic data collections, such as representative language and dialect corpora collected over
several decades, have in the past 15 years become the focus of extensive digitization efforts. The
Linguistic Atlas Project (LAP), containing meticulously curated American language survey data
from the past 90 years, is a prime example of such a corpus. The scholarly use of such bodies has
traditionally relied heavily on the linguist researcher’s intuition in observing patterns and
producing maps of the data to answer questions on language use across time and space. Some
solutions have been offered by statistical methods and Geographic Information Systems (GIS), but
the high learning curves involved in these techniques have limited their appeal in dialectology. At
the same time, the spatially and temporally scattered nature of language datasets, and the lack of
longitudinal data in particular, has hindered the modeling of language change in dialectology.
This thesis aims to provide solutions for both visualizing spatial variation in language and
modeling its temporal change. The framework adopted for this work is the theory of the complex
system of speech, and the method of implementation that of the Cellular Automaton (CA). A
further distinguishing feature of the work is that it uses the extensive data holdings of the
Linguistic Atlas Project as a source of real-world language data to base its simulations on. The
results obtained through the work are validated in respect to previous linguistic theory, and the
complex systems of speech in particular.
The results of the work include the construction of a versatile simulation environment for
language, and its successful application to a) the development of a linguistically feasible
simulation of language change, and b) the development of an objective, straightforward process
for region estimation of linguistic features.

Keywords: cellular automaton, computational humanities, computer simulation, digital
humanities, geographic information systems, information technology, language corpus,
language survey, linguistics, region estimation, visualization

Juuso, Ilkka, Solukoneympäristö kielen kompleksisen järjestelmän mallinnukseen.
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Tiivistelmä
Lingvistiset kokoelmat kuten vuosikymmenten yli kerätyt kieli- ja murrekorpukset ovat viimeisen 15 vuoden aikana päätyneet mittavien digitointitoimien kohteeksi. Malliesimerkki tällaisesta korpuksesta on The Linguistic Atlas Project (LAP), jonka aineisto pohjautuu viimeisen 90
vuoden aikana kerättyyn ja huolella kuratoituun Yhdysvaltojen kielikartoitukseen. Tämänkaltaisten aineistojen tutkimuskäyttö on perinteisesti nojannut lingvistitutkijan intuitioon, jonka
avulla kielen ajallisen ja alueellisen käytön rakenteet on voitu muuntaa tiettyihin kysymyksiin
vastaaviksi kartoiksi. Tilastolliset menetelmät ja paikkatietojärjestelmät ovat tarjonneet työhön
ratkaisuja, mutta näiden huomattava oppimiskynnys on rajoittanut menetelmien houkuttelevuutta murretutkimuksen parissa. Samaan aikaan kieliaineistojen ajallinen ja alueellinen hajaantuneisuus, sekä erityisesti aikasarjojen puutteellisuus, ovat haitanneet kielen muutoksen mallintamista murretutkimuksessa.
Tämän väitöskirjan tavoitteena on tarjota ratkaisuja sekä kielen alueellisen variaation visualisointiin että kielen ajallisen muutoksen mallintamiseen. Työn teoreettinen tausta pohjautuu kielen kompleksisen järjestelmän käsitteeseen ja toteutus solukoneeseen (CA, Cellular Automaton). Lisäksi työn luonnetta määrittelee sen pureutuminen mittavan LAP-aineiston tarjoamaan
todelliseen dataan, jota työ käyttää kaikkien simulaatioiden taustalla. Työn tuloksia tarkastellaan
aiemman lingvistisen tiedon sekä erityisesti kielen kompleksisen järjestelmän käsitteeseen kautta.
Työn tuloksena on kielen monipuolinen simulointiympäristö, jota sovelletaan a) lingvistisen
teorian valossa uskottavaan kielen muutoksen mallinnukseen ja b) kielen ominaisuuksien alueellisuuden tutkimukseen objektiivisen ja suoraviivaisen prosessin kautta.

Asiasanat: alueiden tunnistus, digitaaliset ihmistieteet, informaatioteknologia, kielen
korpus,
kielikartoitus,
lingvistiikka,
paikkatietojärjestelmä,
solukone,
tietokonesimulaatio, visualisointi

Dedicated to Life, the Universe and Everything
– the answer of which is still 76.42
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1

Introduction
“Linguistics is an inquiry on an aspect of reality.”
Olasope O. Oyelaran

1.1

Background

Linguistic data collections, such as representative language and dialect corpora
collected over several decades, have in the past 15 years become the focus of
extensive digitization efforts to enable electronic access to vast amounts of legacy
data previously only available on reel-to-reel tapes or, in some cases, as text
transcripts. At the same time new collections, including those of the Library of
Congress in the United States (National Research Council, 2000), have embraced
digital media and even snapshots of interaction from online social media services.
This development has led to the emergence of multifaceted datasets that provide
ample ground for studying language and culture. Depending on the rigor applied in
their construction, some of these collections meet the requirements for a corpus, a
purposefully sampled and curated collection of real-world language, while others
act as looser repositories of language scraped from the web or some other source
of natural language.
The scholarly use of corpora and collections, as well as the adoption of
computer-assisted methods to the study of linguistics in general, is often referred
to as the discipline of digital humanities (abbreviated as DH) or humanities
computing. The actual use of such bodies of language often consists of the study of
raw word frequencies and lists of collocations, i.e. sequences of co-occurring words,
which are used to infer theories on the use and nature of language in some particular
context (e.g. newspaper language, language of some specific population). A range
of computer simulations have also been employed to treat linguistic data and
produce visualizations based on the data (Leinonen, Çöltekin & Nerbonne, 2016;
Nerbonne & Kleiweg, 2003), but this is not as commonplace as one would expect
coming from the engineering side. The general interest use, on the other hand, is
most often addressed via simple visualizations such as word clouds based on word
frequencies or heat maps that can be used to plot, for example, tweets harvested
from Twitter on a map. The line between the two types of user groups is perhaps
gradually disappearing, but much of the scholarly work still appears to rely heavily
on laborious manual work and very limited samplings of the whole datasets. More
computer-based approaches seated in big data and artificial intelligence
17

methodology are to be expected in the future, but as even digital humanists around
the world are keen to point out, these will not replace human endeavor. In any case,
the vast language collections provide a treasure trove for not only linguistic study,
but also the development and testing of new data analysis and visualization
techniques. One such approach using a cellular automaton is explored in this thesis.
The work reported on in this thesis is based on over a decade of collaboration
across the Atlantic between members of the cross-disciplinary LICHEN research
team, of which the author is a key member. The collaboration begun in 2005 is
focused on the investigation of smarter tools for accessing and analyzing complex
linguistic datasets. Much of the early work was on digitization, asset management
and access interfaces, as well as a broad range of individual tools to study a
particular linguistic phenomenon of interest. In 2012 the work converged on the
development of rich visual interfaces for large-scale corpora as exemplified by the
Linguistic Atlas Project (LAP) archive, which celebrates its 90th anniversary in
2018 and is perhaps the largest body of dialect survey data collected today. The
simulations presented in this thesis and the associated publications all rely on LAP
data.
1.2

Research problem and objectives

This thesis is the result of long-standing collaboration between linguistic scholars
and engineers at both the University of Oulu, Finland and the University of Georgia,
USA. The extensive data holdings of the Linguistic Atlas Project and the theory of
the complex system of speech developed by its director, Professor William
Kretzschmar, act as the principal impulses for the work in this thesis. The data and
the theory are analyzed through a developed software environment that enables
language patterns to be observed via simulations and data visualizations.
The over-arching objective of this thesis is to apply computer-assisted means,
in the form of a cellular automaton (CA), to a real-world linguistic corpus, as
exemplified by the LAP, and attempt to find either support or opposition to
commonly held linguistic theories. Much of the previous work on using the LAP
archive has been conducted manually (Johnson, 1996), although a good number of
technologically advanced pilots have been carried out using, for example, neural
networks (Kretzschmar, 2008), geographic information systems (Lee &
Kretzschmar, 1993) and multidimensional scaling (Nerbonne & Kleiweg, 2003).
The combination of a cellular automaton and real-world language data in this thesis
is to my knowledge novel, and not attempted previously.
18

The research conducted as part of this thesis consists of two main tracks: 1) the
development of a linguistically feasible simulation for language change over time
that utilizes the CA to overcome a lack of longitudinal or time-series data, and 2)
the application of the CA to understanding the original survey data. The former
track is presented in Papers I - III, and the latter track is investigated in Papers IV
and V. The underlying data and the cellular automaton environment are the same
on both tracks, but different features and rules are employed based on the objective.
The fundamental research questions thus are:
1.
2.

3.

Is it possible to model the complex system of speech, as described in literature,
using the cellular automaton (CA) as a framework?
Is it possible to use the CA-approach to develop a continuous simulation of
language change that, in view of currently held linguistic theories, produces
feasible results?
In using the CA-approach to analyze the survey data, do the results from the
CA simulations accord with those obtained in previous research using other
means?

In terms of technical development, the goal of the thesis was to develop a novel
cellular automaton tool that could be used to investigate multiple linguistic theories
using real-world linguistic data from the LAP archive. The CA was thus required
to work with LAP data and produce feasible results, either in the form of a
continuous simulation or a fixed state reached in the simulation.
1.3

Research scope and approach

The research presented in this thesis focuses on the use of the cellular automaton
(CA) in conjunction with real-world linguistic survey data. Although the research
relies on earlier work by the author and both the LAP and LICHEN teams on
making the data available, the emphasis here is on work conducted between 2012
and 2018 as presented in the related Papers I-V.
The choice of the cellular automaton as the paradigm of investigation was
motivated by both the inherently geographic nature of the language survey data and
the past pilots carried out on LAP data using other means. The CA approach had
been attempted in language earlier (Keller, 1994; Grieve, Speelman & Geeraerts,
2010), but only on a very basic level using purely artificial data. The intention in
this thesis was to take the basic mechanics of a CA, but incorporate relevant
features from geographic information systems (GIS) and, to a lesser extent, even
19

agent-based networks to study language variation and change. The influence of GIS
is presented in Section 2.3 of this thesis.
The first step in the research was the construction of a new cellular automaton
tool that facilitated the running of linguistically-motivated simulations using the
real-world survey data, including both the linguistic information and the metadata
available on the informants. The choice to limit the investigations to lexical items
(Papers I-IV) and phonetic items (Papers V), both in their written forms, was made
in order to keep the overall task feasible. This choice left out the extensive audio
assets and the facsimile-only assets of the LAP archive. Furthermore, the work
presented in this thesis restricts itself to the analysis of a single survey question at
a time (out of approximately a thousand questions potentially asked for each
interview). This restriction is made in order to keep the processing inside the CA
as transparent as possible and the results more readily explainable via linguistic
expertise. It is expected that the move to processing multiple survey questions at a
time can be made in a straightforward manner in later research, and that this would
result in new insight into language. For now, this thesis is confined to the level of
individual survey questions, where it is hoped new insight can be gained that
augments the earlier statistical and GIS-based investigations.
The work in this thesis utilizes the vast collections of the Linguistic Atlas
Project (LAP) archive held by the University of Georgia, USA. Out of the many
subprojects of the LAP, the project primarily used in this thesis is the Linguistic
Atlas of the Middle and South States (LAMSAS). The LAMSAS data set consists of
1162 interviews conducted between 1933 and 1974 within a survey area spanning
from Florida to New York in the United States. The full-audio interviews were
based on a 104-page questionnaire and later collated into electronic tallies of lexical,
phonetic and grammatical items by the trained survey staff. The archive also
contains relevant metadata (including geographical and demographical metadata)
on the interviews and the informants. The full details of the data set are given in
Kretzschmar, McDavid, Lerud & Johnson (1993).
1.4

Original publications and author’s contributions

From the very beginning the work leading up to this thesis was conceived as a
collaborative study between the author, as the technical expert, and Professor
William A. Kretzschmar Jr. as the expert on linguistics. Thus this thesis, while
cross-disciplinary in nature, is on engineering and not on linguistics. Linguistics is
covered here only in moderate detail.
20

Paper I describes the first joint study between the author and the Linguistic
Atlas Project team at the University of Georgia, USA, into cellular automata for
language. The technical development work was carried out in 2009-2013 on two
parallel tracks, one by the author in Finland (2012-2013) and another by the LAP
team in the USA (2009-2013). The work resulted in two separate cellular automaton
tools, the American GEM simulation environment and the Finnish GISCA
simulation environment. Later work on the GEM environment was discontinued
and all efforts focused around the GISCA environment.
Papers II-III focus on the creation of a continuous simulation for language
change based on GISCA. The work was carried out in Finland in 2012-2014 with
the author taking responsibility for all technology development. The linguistic
study design was led by Professor Kretzschmar and involved an active role by the
author.
Papers IV-V, also based on GISCA, examine the use of a cellular automaton to
analyze the real-world survey data. The work was carried out in Finland in 20142017 with the author taking the lead role in the design of the study and all
technology development. Professor Kretzschmar had an active role in the study as
the linguistics expert.
1.5

Organization of the thesis

This thesis consists of four main sections. Section 1 provides a brief introduction
to the what, how and why of the thesis and sets the thesis against the wider context
of its inception. Section 2 reviews developments in language and technology,
including the paradigms offered by cellular automata and geographic information
systems, as they pertain to the present work. Section 3 introduces the ways in which
this thesis contributes to the status quo of computer-assisted language research.
Finally, Section 4 offers brief discussion on the results of the work and their
significance and Section 5 a short summary
The related publications are provided at the end of the thesis.
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2

Literature review

This section provides a review of the key literature and terminology related to the
topic of the thesis. The emphasis here is on the combination of engineering and
linguistics, and the application of the cellular automaton to real-world language
survey data in particular. The section is divided into three subsections to cover each
major theme feeding into the thesis. Section 2.1 provides an overview of the crosssection of language and technology as it relates to this thesis, including an
introduction of the Linguistic Atlas Project (LAP) as a dataset. Sections 2.2 and 2.3
each present a major influencing technological paradigm, cellular automata and
geographic information systems, as it relates to this thesis.
2.1

Language and technology
”language is a Lamarckian bacterial species, parasitic on its host population,
with features selected from a feature pool”
Salikoko S. Mufwene

2.1.1 A brief history of linguistics
When dealing with a medium as rich and old as human language, and one which
has been studied for much of recorded history, it is hardly surprising that a plethora
of theories, approaches and tools is available. The succession and relationship
between all of the theories and schools of thought is exceedingly complex, and an
at-length description of these is necessarily out of the scope of this thesis. The
following description is therefore intended only as a brief introduction to linguistics
for the reader of this thesis.
Much of linguistics can be traced back to the Graeco-Roman tradition or the
Indian tradition1, the former taking a philosophical approach and the latter a datadriven approach to understanding language (Oyelaran, 1967). The modern line of
20th-century linguistics is sometimes described as a continuum from Ferdinand de
Saussure and John R. Firth to Noam Chomsky and Roberto Busa, and ultimately to
1

The term “Indian tradition” appears to be coined by Oyelaran (1967) to describe an alternative,
opposing approach to the more widely recognized Graeco-Roman tradition of linguistics. Oyelaran dates
the approach back to the works of Panini circa 4th century B.C. In modern western linguistics,
particularly in America, the approach relying on real-world data is more commonly referred to as
“structuralism”.
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present day corpus studies. This line of succession is common in the field of digital
humanities, i.e. the scholarly activity formed at the intersection of computing and
humanities, but it necessarily leaves out a breathtaking amount of linguistic study
taking place both today and over the past two millennia. For the purposes of this
thesis it should, however, provide enough of a background to understand much of
the work attempted here.
The Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913) is credited with the
distinction made in the scientific study of language (i.e. linguistics) as either
relating to the “langue” (language) or the “parole” (speech) (de Saussure, 1986),
the former very roughly equivalent to an abstract function or framework of
language and the latter to the concrete form of an actual instance of language use.
Along these lines the distinction can be further simplified by characterizing the
study of language as either relating to a model or a grammar that is somehow above
the level of individual speakers, and the realization of language on the level of the
individual speaker. Saussure’s theories thus appear to fit both the Graeco-Roman
and the Indian tradition.
The English linguist John Rupert Firth (1890-1960) was a key figure in British
linguistics in the 1950s and credited with being the father of British linguistics
(Oyelaran, 1967). He is best known for the quote “You shall know a word by the
company it keeps” (Firth, 1957), which has since been used to advocate for the
study of collocations, i.e. co-occurring words, in corpus studies. The brand of
linguistics known as Firthian, or London School, emphasizes the complexity of
human language, which arises out of both its context-sensitive nature and its
prosody. The approach follows the Indian tradition and promotes the idea of realworld data as a means to studying language, which has given rise to modern corpus
linguistics. The Neo-Firthian approach, developed by Firth’s students, promotes a
qualitative approach to using any kind of corpora, more accurately called a
language collection, while Firthian and other more statistically oriented approaches
call for quantitative methods and stricter sampling and curation of the corpora
themselves.
The American linguist Avram Noam Chomsky (born in 1928) is credited with
adapting the tools of natural science to the study of mind and of language in
particular (McGilvray, 2014), and subsequently moving modern linguistics a step
closer to the other sciences which it was historically viewed as separate from.
Chomsky’s work stems from the notion that all humans share a common underlying
linguistic structure, which is biologically inherited between generations and only
moderately tweaked by experience when growing up (Lyons, 1978). Chomsky is
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well-known for his work on developing a model of this structure as his Universal
Grammar or Transformational Grammar. Chomsky has also influenced what is
called American linguistics that leans towards models whereas British linguistics
emphasizes collecting examples of real-world language use (Kretzschmar, 2007),
a division that echoes the line between Graeco-Roman and Indian tradition. In this
thesis Chomsky is relevant as a link between the sciences, but his framework is not
used in the research.
Finally, Roberto Busa (1913-2011), was an Italian Jesuit priest and the man
credited with blazing the trail in the usage of computers for linguistic and literary
analysis2. Busa famously approached Thomas J. Watson, the founder of IBM, in
1949 for help in the compilation of Index Thomisticus, based on the works of Saint
Thomas Aquinas. The project was a milestone also for IBM in an expansion from
number-crunching to the classification of words, and it arguably led to the
development of computational linguistics and, later, digital humanities as fields of
scientific research.
The approach in this thesis fundamentally aligns itself with the Indian tradition
by relying heavily on real-world survey data, which has been carefully collected by
trained linguists. Subsequently, the thesis subscribes more to Firthian than NeoFirthian trail of thought, but the distinction is of lesser relevance here. The dataset
was collected in the USA by American linguists following a European model, but
it appears well-suited for both American and European style linguistics, for the
study of real-world instances of language in both their lexical and phonetic form,
and for the development of grammars should the researcher by thus inclined. The
work in this thesis uses both the lexical (Papers I-IV) and the phonetic (Paper V)
data from the LAP survey, but it does not use the grammatical data, or attempt to
arrive at a grammar as any result.
2.1.2 Language variation and change
The study of variation and change in language is called dialectology, or the
scientific study of linguistic dialects. Wieling (2012) gives a succinct overview of
the development of dialectology from the manual drawing of maps, as performed
by Georg Wenker in 1876, to the rise of computer-assisted dialectometry in the
1980s (see also Kretzschmar, McDavid, Lerud & Johnson, 1993). Early
2

https://web.archive.org/web/20120327122219/http://www.ibm.com/ibm100/it/en/stories/linguistica_
computazionale.html
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dialectology was first and foremost a form of geography, taking the form of studies
into the relationship between dialectal variants and their geographic location.
Dialectometry, as pioneered by Jean Séguy in 1971 (reported in Wieling, 2012;
Kretzschmar, 2006), was born out of a wish for a more systematic approach to
dialectology where differences could be measured and not just offered up as
anecdotes.
In Paper I, we assert that “language always changes over time, and that it
changes differently in different places giving rise to what we perceive as language
varieties, dialects”. The forces active behind this change are the topic of a wide
range of academic research, but it appears uncontested that variation is in a
significant manner geospatial, influenced by the links and distances existing
between speakers across a geographic space. Gould (2003) states that people know
more of their local dome than a place far away, and that the bigger an external place
is in population and the closer it is the more people will know about it. This intuitive
statement summarizes the spatially connected nature of language, both the gradual
change among neighboring locations and the existence of long-distance links,
sometimes referred to as small-world links.
As explained in Paper IV, modern dialect research is thought to have begun in
Germany at the end of the nineteenth century, with the first large dialect survey
conducted by Wenker & Wrede (1895), although Wieling (2012) also mentions
Alexander Ellis’ studies into English dialects as an early example from 1868. The
goal of dialectology in the German tradition is to produce well-bounded region
estimates for systematic sub-varieties of language. The French tradition, traced to
Gaston Paris and Jules Gillièron in Paper IV, focuses on overlapping plots of the
regional occurrences of words instead.
In addition to geospatial variation, the social factors behind language variation
are of great interest to dialectologists and sociolinguists. The birth of social
dialectology, especially as it is known as sociolinguistics, is attributed to William
Labov (Wieling, 2012). Labov and subsequent researchers interested in the
background of the informants moved dialectology away from the up-to-then
prevalent practice of recruiting informants who varied as little as possible socially
(known as NORMs for non-mobile, older, rural males) to capturing a wider gamut
of speakers (Wieling, 2012). Nerbonne & Heeringa (2007, p. 2) offer a counterbalance to this trend by noting that “although there are many candidate influences
which affect how languages vary, including e.g. settlement size, social class, sex,
and educational level, only geography has proven its value in large scale,
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quantitative studies”. This is reflected in Paper III where social similarity is given
a supporting function next to geographic proximity.
As Kretzschmar (2009, p. 261) points out, “different groups of speakers,
whether distinct according to geographical/social criteria or just at different levels
of scale, have different language behavior and thus different structures”. The
implication is that the social background of a speaker may be as influential as the
speaker’s location, or spatial relation to other speakers. As a consequence, most
corpora, and even many smaller scale language collections compiled from the
social media, attempt to make records of the social metadata of their speakers. This
is also true for the LAP, where Hans Kurath pioneered the practice in the 1930s.
Trudgill’s Gravity Model for diffusion (Trudgil 1974), in which language
features can jump between larger population centers before they appear in rural
areas in between, is an extension of social proximity, and one that also relates to
the small-world model presented in Mitchell (2009). However, as noted in Paper I,
Nerbonne (2009) found that the effect of the Gravity Model is much less than the
effect of immediate proximity which he estimates as between 16% and 37% in
language data.
Geospatial language variation and even variation based on social metadata is
readily observable in collected language samples. Due to the attention paid to these
matters in the compilation of any serious corpus such variation can be methodically
studied in any documented population3 . Change over time is much harder to study
due to the availability of time-series data facilitating such long-term analysis. Most
collected datasets address a single point in time and focus on a particular social or
geographic group. Some corpora are designed to be compatible with an earlier
corpus so that diachronic studies are possible. Examples of such corpus pairs, as
presented by the Varieng research unit 4 , are the Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen corpus
(LOB), from 1961, and the Freiburg-LOB corpus (FLOB), from 1991-1996, for
written British English and the The Standard Corpus of Present-Day Edited
American English (the Brown Corpus), from 1963-1964, and the Freiburg-Brown
corpus of American English (Frown), from 1992-1996, address American English.
The LOB corpus is intended as a counterpart to the Brown corpus, similarly FLOB
is intended to be comparable with Frown. A well-known corpus spanning a longer
period of time by itself is the TIME Magazine Corpus5 consisting of 100 million

3

see Johnson (1996) for an example using LAP data
http://www.helsinki.fi/varieng/CoRD/corpora/
5
https://corpus.byu.edu/
4
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words collected from articles that appeared in the TIME magazine between 1923
and 2006. Despite these resources, the lack of available time-series data, or the
amount of time and funding required for collecting such data for any identified
research topic, continues to be an issue in studying change over time6. This is one
of the motivations behind the work in Papers II and III.
In addition to Saussure, Firth, Chomsky and Busa introduced in the previous
section, a great many persons of interest could be named in various fields of study
within linguistics. In focusing on the study of language variation and change, and
from the point of view of American linguistic surveys, two such names are William
Labov, already mentioned above, and William Kretzschmar. Labov (born in 1927)
is the main force behind The Atlas of North American English 7 and known for
studying phonetic variation via models of vowel shifts in speech. Kretzschmar
(born in 1953) is the current director of the Linguistic Atlas Project and an advocate
of the use of complex systems in the study of language. Kretzschmar has directed
digitization of the LAP survey data, which was originally collected under Hans
Kurath (1891-1992) and Raven I. McDavid Jr. (1911-1984) as discussed in
Kretzschmar et al. (1993).
2.1.3 Complex systems
Complex systems (CS) is a scientific approach to the understanding of the whole
as a result of a large number of unpredictable interactions among interconnected
parts. The approach offers a method of study that is the reverse of what has to a
large extent been the norm in science since the 1600s when René Descartes
promoted the notion of reducing a problem to more readily solvable sub-problems
(Mitchell, 2009).
The complex systems approach has been used to describe a vast range of
phenomena from physics to genomics and from ant hills to economic markets and
the human immune system. A popular example of a complex system is given by
Mitchell (2009):
An ant colony, for instance, can consist of hundreds to millions of individual
ants, each one a rather simple creature that obeys its genetic imperatives to seek

6

In delving deeper into the use of time-series data also research into language evolution, such as the
work by Simon Kirby and Bart de Boer, is of relevance. This is, however, out of the scope of this thesis.
7
The Atlas of North American English is based on dialect survey data that could be used for similar
research as is done in this thesis using the Linguistic Atlas Project data.
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out food, respond in simple ways to chemical signals of other ants in its colony,
fight intruders, and so forth. However, as any casual observer of the outdoors
can attest, the ants in a colony, each performing its own relatively simple
actions, work together to build astoundingly complex structures that are clearly
of great importance for the survival of the colony. (p. 4)
Formally a complex system is characterized as a system displaying the following
features (Kretzschmar, 2015):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Continuing dynamic activity in the system.
Random interaction of large numbers of components.
Exchange of information with feedback.
Reinforcement of behaviors.
Emergence of stable patterns without central control.

The key notion in complex systems is that a large number of interacting
components produce stable patterns without any centralized control. Often the
interaction is characterized as random in order to emphasize this lack of overall
direction, but a better description might be to think of the interaction as not goaldriven in any centralized manner, or at the very least a process where the individual
goals and the emerging pattern are not immediately linked. Mitchell’s (2009)
definition of a complex system omits any mention of randomness:
A system in which large networks of components with no central control and
simple rules of operation give rise to complex collective behavior,
sophisticated information processing, and adaptation via learning or evolution.
(p. 13)
Mitchell’s definition is succinct, elegant and well-suited for computational
linguistics except perhaps for the omission of the term interaction, which appears
better-suited for language than behavior, although both apply. In corpus-based
linguistics, the concept of complex systems has been adopted by Kretzschmar and
others to analyze the “configuration of components, whether words, pronunciations,
or constructions, that comes to occur in the local communities, regional and social,
and in circumstances for speech and writing” (Kretzschmar, 2009, p. 24).
Kretzschmar (2015) suggests the adoption of complex systems as a possible
means of overcoming the lack of time-series data:
We have never used time series data very much for language studies, because
unlike the binary “on/off”-data from many sciences, our data is “rich”
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containing lots of information per data point, and so it is expensive to collect
and analyze; it is impractical to go back and repeat observations frequently
enough for time series. (p. 19)
The quote alludes to two practical challenges in developing diachronic corpora for
linguistics. Firstly, to do so requires long-term resources for data collection over
periods of several years or decades, which is a hard feat to master in today’s
academic environment. Secondly, even if resources were not an issue, the creation
of comparable – and furthermore machine-comparable – data is always a hurdle.
Zipf’s law and the A-Curve
A central theory in the complex systems approach to linguistics is that in language
data, as in many other types of data used in the physical and social sciences, the
distribution of values follows Zipf’s law. The law, named after the American
linguist George Kingsley Zipf, suggests that in a pool of possible language values
a few variants are very common while a large number of variants are increasingly
rare. Or conversely, “there are lots of vocabulary variants that are found in only a
few places, and there are not that many vocabulary variants that are found
everywhere” (Kretzschmar, 1995). Zipf’s concern was limited to words appearing
in texts, but the concept has since been expanded to other modes and values of
human language.
The rank of a variant is always roughly inversely proportional to frequency
(Kretzschmar, 2015). When the number of occurrences for each variant is plotted
in a descending order by occurrence frequency this leads to an asymptotic
hyperbolic curve, or the A-curve as it is also known as (Kretzschmar, 2009). Figure
1, adapted from Kretzschmar (2013), shows an example. The figure shows the
relative strengths of 74 variants found in the LAMSAS survey to describe a “hog
pen”. In all, the 1162 informants gave 1548 responses, out of which the top variant
was “massively more common than the others” (Kretzschmar, Kretzschmar &
Brockman, 2013, p. 174).
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Fig. 1 A plot of the variants for Hog Pen (Adapted from Kretzschmar, 2013).

Kretzschmar (2015) considers the A-curve, or the nonlinear distribution of the
variants for any given linguistic feature, as “perhaps the most striking evidence for
speech as a complex system”. The A-curve, and by extension Zipf’s law, can be
observed in effect in the LAP data, where, for example, all of the variant
distributions for the lexical questions adhere to it. Furthermore, Kretzschmar has
shown that Zipf’s law can be observed on any scale level within the data, on all
levels and also in any demographically created subsample of the data (Kretzschmar
2013).
Kretzschmar (2015, p. 32) points out that “speakers perceive the most common
variants on the A-curve for each linguistic feature as ‘normal’ or ‘expected’, and
the long tail of infrequent variants as ‘different’”. Accordingly, the speakers are not
bound by any handed-down contract to use only the top-ranked variant of any group,
but rather many different variants will be in use at the same time. A particular
variant is usually a “top variant” for any chosen subgroup of speakers, but these
may vary from one subgroup to the next. Importantly, Kretzschmar (2015) explains:
Moreover, speakers will belong to many different groups all at the same time
(regional, social, and interest groups of many kinds at different scales), and so
speakers will always be in the position of choosing the variant for any feature,
normal or different, that they judge to be best for any given linguistic event and
set of interlocutors. (p. 33)
The overlap between groups of speakers echoes the geospatial variation discussed
in the previous section, and illustrates why social metadata is important in corpusbased studies of language. Human speakers are considerably more advanced than
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the ants often used to introduce the concept of complex systems, but as
Kretzschmar (2015) argues, the model still holds:
Human agents, unlike ants, can think about and choose how to deploy linguistic
variants, but that does not change the basic operation of feedback and
reinforcement; we make choices in relation to the system. (p. 32)
At its heart, the complex systems paradigm is a collection of methods, ideas and
approaches to understand complex phenomena with large numbers of seemingly
identical actors. It looks for emergent patterns instead of attempting to model the
individual parts of the system, or develop models on their interaction. In doing so,
it takes influence from a wide range of scientific study over much of the recorded
history, and combines these to explain aspects of, for example, biological, social
and linguistic systems. It has been suggested as an avenue to bring computing and
the humanities closer together (Mitchell, 2009). This is echoed by Kretzschmar
(2015):
The finding that speech is a complex system gives us a better framework to
understand it, a framework we share with other sciences, and one that we can
apply to the theoretical and practical problems of interest to us. (p. 35)
It is with this synthesis in mind that this thesis adopts a complex systems approach
to bridging together linguistics and engineering. Complex systems can be used as
a theoretical framework to guide thought, but it can also be realized as a computer
program to test out these theories. Genetic algorithms and cellular automata are two
of the most prominent vehicles of implementation. Mitchell (2009) provides a
detailed overview of these, and Wolfram (2002) goes into a gargantuan amount of
detail on one-dimensional cellular automata. The related papers in this thesis each
test an aspect of language variation using the cellular automaton as a testbed.
2.1.4 Linguistic Atlas Project
The Linguistic Atlas Project (LAP) is one of the largest, if not the largest, body of
scholarly collected dialect data in the world. The LAP is also unique in its
philosophy of providing free access to all of its digitized holdings via its website
and via distributions to members of the Linguistic Data Consortium. Much of the
following description relies on The Handbook of the Linguistic Atlas of the Middle
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and South Atlantic States by Kretzschmar et al. (1993), as well as the information
given on the two latest iterations of the official LAP website8.
The idea for LAP was born in 1928 when a group of scholars started to discuss
the creation of a Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada (LAUSC). The
work progressed the following year when it was decided to begin a pilot survey
following the general model of European linguistic Atlases (Kretzschmar et al.
1993). Hans Kurath as the first director of the project and two members hired from
the linguistic atlas of Italy and Southern Switzerland, Jakob Jud and Paul
Scheuermeier, oversaw the training of the first set of fieldworkers before they
started interviews in New England. The interviews for the pilot were completed in
1933 and resulted in the Linguistic Atlas of New England (LANE) being published
as a six-part book series by the end of 1943. These early interviews were done
without the benefit of an audio recorder, so each response was recorded by a trained
fieldworker in detailed phonetic script to preserve the pronunciation.
The methodology employed in LANE, and to a varying extent in all successive
subprojects of the LAP, was to have specially trained staff conduct in-depth
interviews with selected informants across the survey region. In identifying the
informants, the survey region was first split into a grid of representative
communities and a number of informants was recruited from each community
according to specified guidelines on their social background. The interviews were
then conducted by trained fieldworkers who attempted to informally solicit answers
to a formal questionnaire and record the results in fine phonetic notation, or later
on audio tapes. The questionnaire was designed to cover twentieth-century daily
life in America through approximately 1000 questions on 800 different topics. Each
survey subject spent hours in conversation with a field worker, talking about
common topics like family, the weather, household articles and activities,
agriculture, and social connections.
In the years following LANE, the Great Depression and World War II stalled
much of the progress, and also the shifting of the linguistic landscape in America
towards transformational grammar and sociolinguistics diminished the resources
available for work on the LAP (Kretzschmar et al., 1993). The LAP thus became a
collection of autonomous regional surveys, sharing the same general methodology
but independently run and funded.
The Linguistic Atlas of the Middle and South Atlantic States was originally
planned to follow the cartographic presentation of LANE. Work towards this end
8

both available at www.lap.uga.edu
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was begun in the 1940s, but this was ultimately abandoned due to practicality and
cost reasons, and a list-based approach was adopted. The first two fascicles (parts)
of LAMSAS were published in 1980. These contained an introduction and lists of
geographical names, but word indices were still under preparation. The use of
computers in the work was first investigated by Kretzschmar in 1982, who became
the director of LAP after Raven McDavid’s death in 1984. Under Kretzschmar the
LAMSAS survey materials were used to create a standard spelling word index in a
digital database format. This work continued with a move to the University of
Georgia in 1986, the creation of a special font to display and print phonetic data in
1989, a further NEH grant for final editing and database work in 1990 and a series
of projects, some of which are mentioned later in this thesis, that eventually also
included branching over the Atlantic to collaborate with the digital humanities team
in Oulu in 2005. Figure 2 below, used with permission from the LAP website,
illustrates the geographic arrangement of the projects under LAP.

Fig. 2 The subprojects of the Linguistic Atlas Project (Reprinted with permission from
http://www.lap.uga.edu © Linguistic Atlas Project).

The LAMSAS dataset comprises the primary dataset used in this thesis. In addition
to LAMSAS and LANE, the LAP projects include the African-American and
Gullah project (AFAM), the Linguistic Atlas of the Gulf States (LAGS), the
Linguistic Atlas of the North Central States (LANCS), the Linguistic Atlas of
Oklahoma (LAO), the Linguistic Atlas of the Pacific North West (LAPNW), the
Linguistic Atlas of the Pacific West (LAPW), the Linguistic Atlas of the Rocky
Mountain States (LAWS/LARMS) and the Linguistic Atlas of the Upper Midwest
(LAUM). In addition, the Digital Archive of Southern Speech (DASS) was
completed in 2009 in collaboration between the LAP team and the author of this
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thesis along with other members of the digital humanities team in Oulu. The DASS
collection was distributed by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) in 2012, and
again in 2016, as a combination of both data and tools to its members.
The LAMSAS dataset consists of interviews from 1162 informants, each with
sociocultural metadata. The interviews are available as original fieldworker notes
with phonetic transcription, and in some instances, as audio recordings. Out of the
1162 interview field records all but 11 contain phonetic transcriptions by either Guy
Lowman or Raven McDavid. The dataset has been used to compile an index of
lexical, phonetic and grammatical items elicited in the surveys. It is this digitized,
string-based data that this thesis utilizes.
Lexical data
The survey data is sorted by single responses using standard orthography. The entry
is accompanied by metadata identifying the source informant (using several
different ID schemes in parallel) and providing a set of descriptors on the context
of its elicitation. The context descriptors include a reference to the questionnaire
(page and line), any doubt expressed by the informant (a Boolean flag) and the
special case flags of NR and NA indicating that a question was not answered by the
informant or that it was not asked, respectively. Each question of the survey may
therefore have zero or more responses from each informant. Lexical data is used in
Papers I-IV of this thesis.
Phonetic data
The phonetic transcription scheme used in the LAMSAS data was based on the
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), which was then utilized by the fieldworkers
making the interviews. The resulting phonetic alphabet of the Linguistic Atlas
provides a rich set of information on the pronunciation employed by each informant
including the stress and length placed on vowels, consonants and syllables during
production.
The transcriptions produced may be thought of as reasonably standardized due
to the existence of common guidelines and a limited number of fieldworkers
working on data collection 9 . The fieldworkers working on the phonetic
transcriptions of the LAMSAS survey data were Guy Lowman (826 records),
9

See Nerbonnen & Kleiweg (2003) for further analysis of fieldworker differences, which do exist
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Raven McDavid (278 records, 57 transcriptions from tape) and Bernard Bloch (1
record). The differences between these three fieldworkers are discussed in the
LAMSAS handbook, but the author information for individual entries was not
available for this thesis.
The original survey work was all handwritten, and much of the subsequent
analysis work was based on the handwritten forms and a special typing element
created for the IBM Selectric-II typewriter. In the 1980s the work focused on the
creation of list indices for the data, i.e. lookup lists of survey items across the
interviews. The creation of these lists allowed for the editorial reconciliation of
transcriptions and regularization of codes for the status of informant responses, as
noted in Kretzschmar et al. (1993).
It was not until the latter half of the 1980s that the available computer resources
were able to accommodate the phonetic transcription of LAP data (Kretzschmar et
al. 1993). At this point, a special ASCII-based encoding scheme was designed by
Kretzschmar. The scheme repurposes over 50% of the 256 character codes, partly
overlapping ASCII-designations, that were then supported by IBM PCs. The new
characters added include support for phonetic symbols, such as diacritics and stress
markings, needed by the transcriptions. No composite characters, i.e. combinations
of a base character and a diacritic mark, are used favoring instead to enter both
characters separately. A full list is given in Kretzschmar et al. (1993). At this time
the printing of phonetic data still required custom handling and transformation into
a printable representation in the Times Roman font. In 1987 the first LAPcompatible font, known as LAMCOUR, was developed by Kretzschmar
(Kretzschmar, 1987). This font is also used in this thesis and the related papers to
display phonetic data. Phonetic data is used in Paper V of this thesis.
Grammatical data
Grammatical data consists of those informant responses which were deemed to
show mainly grammatical variation by the LAP staff. In principle, the grammatical
items should therefore also have both orthographic and phonetic representations,
but this may vary in the data based on the question set out in the questionnaire.
Grammatical data is not used in this thesis.
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Social metadata
The informant background information was elicited from the informant and written
down in the fieldworker notes during the interview. The elicitation process was laid
out in instructions written by Hans Kurath in circa 1935 and repeated verbatim in
Kretzschmar et al. (1993). Later, a formal biography of each informant was written
by Theodore Lerud and published in the LAMSAS handbook (Kretzschmar et al.,
1993). A tabular metadata file was created by Kretzschmar in 1987 (see Kretzchmar
et al., 1993). Table 1 below shows the original instructions to the interviewer by
Kurath (column 2) and the value-coded items of the tabular file that are used in this
thesis.
Table 1. The alignment of informant metadata between Kurath and Kretschmar data.
Kurath’s original instructions

Kretschmar’s coded values

1) General

The name of the village, town, county, and

Town

background

state as well as the full name of the subject

County

information

should be entered in conventional spelling and

Informant number

in phonetic notation

Informant ID (two schemes)
Age
Age level (1-4)
GPS latitude*
GPS longitude*

2) Education

Formal schooling and extent of reading

Education level (1-7)

(newspapers, periodicals, fiction, scientific and
technical literature).
3) Social contacts

Working companions, business contacts,

Social status (1-4)

intimate friends; membership in church, club
and other organizations; travel.
4) Family history

Birth place of father and mother, cultural and

Biography only

social standing, ancestry. If the family history
has been published or is accessible in
manuscript, give bibliographical information.
5) General character Number of inhabitants: racial elements with an
of community

estimate of their size; industrial, residential or

Urban/Rural (2 codes)
Community description only

rural; historical or antiquarian society, library
schools.
6) Character sketch

Alertness and intelligence, extent and

Occupation type (13 codes)

accuracy of information, attitude toward the

Informant type (3 codes)

investigator and his task, naturalness or
guardedness in utterance, interest in
‘improving’ the language.
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In addition to the information shown in the table, each informant was defined into
one of three types (I, II or III) by Kurath himself. This information was included
by Kretzschmar as Informant type (1, 2 or 3) in the metadata. Also, the metadata
contains obfuscated GPS coordinates (marked with an asterisk in the above table)
later created by office staff under Kretzschmar’s supervision using the exact
address of each informant obfuscated to the level of the nearest major road
intersection. The GPS information is used throughout this thesis and the various
fields of social metadata in Paper III.
2.1.5 Measurement and visualization
When dealing with a medium as rich as human language, and one which has been
studied for much of the recorded history, it is not surprising that a plethora of
theories, approaches and tools is available. In this thesis, only a handful of the tools
is discussed. The tools discussed contain both general models on language and
spatially-aware models on the geospatial dispersion and mechanics of language.
The general models of interest in this thesis contain a set of models and theories
ranging from cost functions related to the physical phonetic reproduction by
informants to the idea of Zipf’s law described above in Section 2.1.3. Zipf’s law in
action is famously represented in the A-Curve as championed by Kretzschmar
(2009, 2015). Of most interest in terms of this thesis are the Zipf’s law and the Acurve, but also the phonetic models that are closely related to the definition of a
string edit distance metric in the simulation. The former provides a basis of
validation for Papers II and III while the latter is utilized in Paper V.
The geospatial models, on the other hand, investigate regional variation and
change in language. Here too, the history is long and illustrious ranging from the
pen & paper methods of Edmond Edmont, field worker for the historical Atlas
linguistique de France, travelling around France on his bicycle to the use of modern
Geospatial Information Systems in modeling. Of most interest in terms of this
thesis is the idea itself of plotting language on a maps, but also a set of metrics
offered by many modern GIS packages, e.g. Moran’s I, Spatial Auto Correlation
and Density Estimation.
In the following, a set of relevant general approaches and measures used in the
various branches of linguistics are discussed.
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Gini coefficient
To measure the adherence of a variant distribution to Zipf’s law, the Gini coefficient
can be used. The Gini coefficient is a measure of statistical dispersion originally
developed for representing the income inequality in a society by the Italian
statistician Corrado Gini in 1912. The coefficient measures the ratio between the
measured cumulative distribution (i.e. the Lorentz curve) and a perfectly equal
distribution. The coefficient has a minimum value of zero (when all variants are
equal) and a theoretical maximum value of one (when only one variant has a nonzero value and an infinite number of other values are zero). A concise description
of the Gini coefficient is given by Damgaard (2018).
Although originally developed for economic study, the Gini coefficient has
been applied to a wide range of study across the disciplines of science. In language
it has, for example, been used by Ortega, Gonzalez-Barahona & Robles (2008) to
study Wikipedia contributions and Kretzschmar et al. (2013) to study phonetic
survey data. Figure 3 below illustrates the calculation of the Gini coefficient10.

Fig. 3 The calculation of the Gini coefficient.

In the figure, the area marked as A represents the difference between a perfectly
equal distribution of values with the real measured distribution of the values (area
marked as B). The ratio between area A and a perfectly equal distribution (A + B)
is the Gini coefficient. The Gini coefficient is a practical, readily plotable index for
comparing time series data, which is how it is also utilized by both Ortega et al.

10

see Kretzschmar (2015) for further description of Gini coefficient calculation
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(2008) and Kretzschmar et al. (2013). In language data the Gini coefficient should
be nearer to 1 than 0 in order for Zipf’s law to be preserved, while normally
distributed data always has a Gini coefficient below 0.2 (Kretzschmar, 2013).
Kretzschmar (2013, 2015) has observed the Gini coefficient in survey data using a
wide range of population subsamples and reports that the notion holds for all the
investigated samples.
Spatial Autocorrelation
According to the first law of Geography “Everything is related to everything else,
but near things are more related than distant things”11. This law, attributed to Waldo
R. Tobler in 1969, also applies to language variation across geographic space.
The degree to which nearby features are more related to each other than is
generally to be expected based on all that is known about the feature globally is
measured via spatial autocorrelation (SA), and by Moran’s I in particular (Ripley,
2005). Chun & Griffith (2013) provides a detailed description of SA, and how it
can be extended to geographic structure across an N x N space, as was done by
Patrick Alfred Pierce Moran in 1950 (Das & Ghosh, 2016; Chun & Griffith, 2013)
to develop the measure known as Moran’s I.
Moran’s I, or Moran’s Index, is a simple global measure that has been applied
to a vast range of domains from terrain analysis and climate studies to population
studies and language variation. The index measures how similar or dissimilar
nearby objects are. The values of the index can be classified as positive, negative
or indicating no spatial autocorrelation. A positive index value indicates that similar
values tend to co-occur and a negative value that dissimilar values tend to co-occur.
A value approaching zero typically indicates no spatial autocorrelation. Cooccurrence in these cases refers to clustering on a map over adjacent locations. In
the case of the LAP survey data we calculate Moran’s I for a single survey response
at a time and thus treat the presence of an individual informant response as an
observation, which in turn produces an overall estimate on the clustering of the
particular value. The formula for calculating Moran’s I is given in Odland (1988),
also Grieve, Speelman & Geeraerts (2011).
The use of SA on LAMSAS data has been investigated by Kretzschmar (in
Bernstein, Nunnally, Sabino, Ash, Bailey & Bayley, 2014; Lee & Kretzschmar,
1993), who used SA together with Density Estimation to look at the occurrence of
11

http://gisgeography.com/tobler-first-law-of-geography/
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individual survey features. SA, in conjunction with Moran’s I for global analysis
and Getis-Ord Gi* for local analysis, was also utilized by Grieve et al. (2011) on a
26-million-word corpus of letters written to the editors of selected American daily
newspapers. Grieve et al. (2011, p. 203) attributes the introduction of basic global
spatial autocorrelation statistics in regional dialectology to Lee & Kretzschmar
(1993) and Kretzschmar (1996), but reports that their use since has been nonexistent “despite their obvious application and their frequent use in other fields”.
In this thesis, Moran’s I is built into the simulation and used in a number of
conference presentations, but not utilized in the papers included as part of the thesis.
Similarity in non-ordinal data
As Kretzschmar (2006, p. 403) notes, “Dialectometry itself arose out of the French
notion of ‘patois’ as a synchronic collection of features, when Séguy had the idea
to measure one ‘patois’ against its neighbors by counting shared features.” The
identification of similarities and/or differences of language is a corner stone of
dialectometry, and arguably also of the earlier efforts to create general models of
regional varieties of language dating back all the way to the Indian style of
linguistics.
Séguy counted shared features among neighboring locations, but in so doing
did not attempt to systematically measure the extent to which the features were
indeed different. This is similar to the use of non-ordinal linguistic data in general,
such as the lexical items of LAP. With non-ordinal data, such as which lexical
variant is used by an informant out of a large pool of possible variants, it is not
possible to say that, for example, thunderstorm and hurricane are more similar to
one another than thunderstorm and electrical storm – aside from etymological
analysis, perhaps. All of these variants are in competition with one another in terms
of what people call a thunderstorm, but measures of difference are not practical.
The measurement of regional similarity is thus handled by the degree to which
feature sets overlap from one region to the next.
Regional similarity as measured in non-ordinal data is investigated in Paper IV.
Similarity in ordinal data & the Levenshtein distance
In the case of ordinal data, such as phonetic LAP data, it is possible to measure the
difference between variants by using numeric measures such as string edit distance
and thus compare how similar or dissimilar any two encountered variants are.
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Levenshtein distance is a common measure of string similarity introduced by
Vladimir Levenshtein in 1965. Formally the distance is calculated as the smallest
number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions required to change one string into
another (Pieterse & Black, 2015). Levenshtein distance in the context of
dialectometry has, for example, been used by Nerbonne, Heeringa, van den Hout,
van Kooi, Otten & van de Wis (1996) on Dutch language data and Nerbonne &
Kleiweg (2003) on LAP data. Wieling (2012) also makes extensive use of the
Levenshtein distance, and an adapted version of it, on both Dutch and American
dialect data.
The free-to-use Gabmap tool (Leinonen et al., 2016) makes extensive use of
the Levenshtein distance in calculating similarities between phonetic variants. The
tool provides simple reference point maps for visualizing the Levenshtein distance
between a selected reference site and all other sites within the survey area. It is
important to note that these maps do not allow for judgments on the similarity of
any other two sites on the map, only on their similarity to the reference site. Figure
4 shows a conceptual reference point map in the style of maps produced by
Gabmap12. In the figure, the lighter the color for an individual site, the greater the
linguistic distance (Levenshtein distance) of that site is from the starred reference
site.

Fig. 4 A conceptual reference point map in the style used by Gabmap (Base map of the
USA

used

under

GNU

2

license

from

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/

File:BlankMap-USA-states.PNG).

12

For maps plotted using Gabmap see Leinonen et al. (2016)
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Isoglosses
Since the times of Saussure, perhaps even earlier, there has been a relative
consensus in linguistic research that dialects and language variation occurs over
geographic distances. As Kretzschmar (1995, p. 278) reports, “The first motivation
for all language variation studies is the popular perception that people in different
places do not talk the same”. This intuitive expectation of discovering dialect areas
was also a driving factor in the conceiving of the Linguistic Atlas Project
(Kretzschmar, 1995):
It is clear from Kurath’s major publications, especially his Studies in Area
Linguistics (1972), that he expected to be defining dialect areas; for him,
dialects (to the extent that ‘dialect’ and ‘dialect area’ are the same) are the point
of the survey. (p. 275)
The sharpness of changes and the merit of plotting borders between dialect areas,
however, remains a controversial topic among linguists and dialectologists. The
traditional approach to visualizing such pockets of language on a map has been to
plot isoglosses based on collected linguistic survey data on the use of particular
words or pronunciations. Isoglosses have historically relied on the intuition of the
researchers compiling the maps to negotiate the isogloss lines in between the
collected data points, and possibly also taking into account the location of
geographic entities such as mountains and rivers. The isogloss plots often neglect
to make note of how many data points of a given value occur within or outside of
the final border line, and thus it is all too easy for the casual reader to interpret the
plots as the authorative truth when most isogloss plots only provide a subjective
sketch of the underlying data. Due to issues in the availability and format of the
data, the reliance on the intuition of the original researcher and the incomplete
information of exactly what information affected the plot it is challenging to
replicate an isogloss plot for comparison. For these reasons isoglosses have come
to be viewed as static pictures on language use that get reused in publications
frequently, but are rarely augmented or challenged (Kretzschmar, 1992).
From an engineering viewpoint it seems self-evident that an isogloss is a lossy
simplification of the data it is based on. In computer science one would decide on
a fitting model and possibly obtain multiple plots to answer different scenarios from
zones containing all occurrences of a given value to some weighted decision among
overlapping zones. In linguistics, tradition seems to cloud this, perhaps partly
because of the traditional authorativeness of the plots but also inherent decisiveness
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of the visual lines. Figure 5 below shows a conceptual map of American dialects in
the style of the maps prepared by Kurath in 1949 using LAP data, but also relying
on his own intuition to a large degree (for actual examples see Kretzschmar, 2006).

Fig. 5 A conceptual map of American dialects in the style used by Kurath in 1949 (Base
map

of

the

USA

used

under

GNU

2

license

from

https://commons.

wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BlankMap-USA-states.PNG).

The dialect area borders in the above figure can also be referred to as isogloss
bundles as they are based on the intuited product of individual underlying
isoglosses plotted for selected survey items (variables). Grieve et al. (2011)
discusses the manual origins of isoglosses in detail, and also provides an interesting
reference to work conducted by Carver (1987) where multiple layers of isoglosses
were plotted and aggregated to demarcate both primary dialect areas (100% of the
same lexical variants) and secondary dialect areas (70-99% of the same lexical
variants). Grieve criticizes the otherwise quantitative approach for what he calls the
“crucial step” of selecting the survey items aggregated on each layer. The process
offered by Carver, which he dubs as the schematic participation model is
comparable to the agreement scenarios presented in Paper IV.
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A substantial body of the research in dialectology has focused on the creation
of dialect maps, both as occurrence plots along the French tradition and as
isoglosses following the German tradition. Kretzschmar (2006), and also Papers I
and IV, provide an overview of such methods ranging from the drawing of
isoglosses to density estimates, and the influence of these on the present work. As
Paper IV explains, isoglosses, or shaded areas on a map, are models based on
samples that merely predict some region where a dialect feature is used. Figure 6
shows a conceptual image of a series of isoglosses manually drawn for a lexical
item based on survey data13.

Fig. 6 A conceptual map of two possible isoglosses drawn manually for a lexical item
(Base map of the USA used under GNU 2 license from https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BlankMap-USA-states.PNG).

As the previous figure illustrates, it is possible to draw many different isoglosses
around the same data distribution. If the drawing of the isogloss is a manual process,
as it historically has been, it should not be considered an objective practice, but
rather as one that tacitly includes the judgment of the dialectologist. As
Kretzschmar (2006) describes:
It may appear that these general maps were the result of inductive reasoning
from the copious data of the Atlas project. But in fact, Kurath and McDavid
just knew where the dialects were — even before publication of their landmark
works — and they only had to illustrate them with representative ‘diagnostic’
isoglosses...At a moment that I now think was seminal for my thinking about
13

See Kretzschmar (1992) for an actual example of isoglosses drawn for the item “Piggin”
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language variation, when I asked McDavid one day why he drew an isogloss
as he had, he just told me, simply, that that was where it went. He just knew.
Everybody knows that there are dialects, and Kurath and McDavid knew best
where to draw the lines because they knew more than anybody else about what
people said and where they said it. They also knew because they were students
of American history, particularly settlement history. Their experience with
what people said and their knowledge of demographic history went hand in
hand, seamlessly, to show us the American dialect patterns that we all still use,
and that subsequent scholars such as Carver (1987) or Labov (2001) have only
adjusted, not replaced…. (p. 400)
The above passage perfectly illustrates the traditional method for constructing
isoglosses on a map. Grieve et al. (2011) illustrates this process succinctly using
the separation of the terms husk and shuck, two terms used for cornhusks:
As is common in regional dialectology, the isogloss [does] not represent a limit
of occurrence, as there were numerous husk locations on the shuck side of the
isogloss and vice versa, but rather the approximate location of the border
separating the region where husk predominated from the region where shuck
predominated. (p. 1)
Grieve does mention the existence of replicable algorithms for plotting isoglosses,
of which he cites work by Labov, Ash & Boberg (2006), but dismisses these as
“still only formalizations of the judgments of the dialectologists who designed
them”. In Paper IV we present a “replicable algorithm” for the negotiation of an
isogloss where subjectivity is greatly reduced compared to earlier approaches, but
that too produces an answer according to a scenario set by the investigator.
The past and present isogloss plots are thus products of their survey data, but
also of the extensive background information and intuition leveraged in their
plotting. The long-standing argument against the isogloss therefore seems to be
two-fold: 1) the drawing of isoglosses is subjective and 2) the isoglosses themselves
are inherently too categorical when language variation itself is much more nuanced.
It appears that more rigor should be applied in the construction of the isogloss plots
in the form of a transparent systematic approach to translating data points to plots,
but also that greater care should be paid to the interpretation of just what the
isogloss plots say. If both of these demands are met, the isogloss should prove a
useful tool in visualizing language data. The isogloss is not well-suited for
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displaying continuums or gradual changes in data, but as a lossy summary it
appears practical. Isoglosses are utilized in Paper IV of this thesis.
Point plots
If the isogloss plots are seen as belonging in the German tradition of language
variation studies, the plotting of individual occurrences of data on maps is
considered to be in the French tradition (Kretzschmar, 1995). Point plots are the
linguistic plotting equivalent to Google Maps, and in their interactive or static
forms a mainstay in visualizing linguistic data. The point plots are well-suited to
observing “what is said” and “where it is said”, but unlike isoglosses they do not
attempt to derive knowledge above this level. As an example, the old 2005 version
of the LAP website14 provides point plots for select lexical and phonetic items.
Figure 7 below provides an example.

Fig.

7

The

point

plot

for

“pig-pen”

(Reprinted

with

permission

from

http://www.lap.uga.edu © Linguistic Atlas Project).

14

http://old.lap.uga.edu/
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The figure shows the plot for “pig-pen”, the second most common response variant
for the survey question of what term is used for a “hog pen”. In the figure, red
squares represent locations where the term “pig-pen” was elicited and white squares
locations where some other variant was recorded. The plot points provided by the
site represent an evolution over the maps drawn by Hans Kurath decades earlier,
and now enable the user to filter the plots by informant metadata, such as age group
or occupation.
The same point plot of “pig pen”, now shown across all of the currently
available LAP data is shown in Figure 8 below. The figure is taken from the 2015
version of the LAP website programmed by the author with the aid of the Google
Maps API. In the figure, a green marker indicates a location where the variant was
elicited and red marker a location where some other variant was elicited.

Fig. 8 The point plot of “pig pen” using Google Maps API (Modified based on Map data
© 2019 Google, INEGI).

Point plots, such as the two examples shown here using LAP data, may contain
interactive features allowing the user to dig into the data, but the plots leave the
inference of areal generalizations to human intuition.
Density Estimation
Density Estimation (DE) in geographic data can be done using a window-based or,
as is more common, a kernel-based approach. A kernel density measure is offered
by, for example, the popular ESRI ArcGIS software. Both approaches serve the
purpose of arriving at a smooth estimate of where particular data values occur and
where they do not occur. Figure 9, also presented in Paper IV, shows a sample
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density estimate obtained via a kernel-based approach using the GISCA suite
introduced in Section 3.1. The GISCA suite also supports window-based Density
Estimation.

Fig. 9 A kernel-based DE plot of Thundershower (Reprinted by permission from Paper
IV © 2016 SAGE Publications).

Density Estimation can be used to cope with the spatial sparseness of data,
something which is a common issue in linguistic survey data. Similarly, the
variational coverage of the local responses is an issue: a small number of local
informants cannot reliably be expected to cover the full scope of variants existing
in the region. The aggregation of multiple responses from the same informants is
standard practice in traditional dialectometry to overcome the latter limitation
(Pickl, 2013). Pickl (2013) also reports on a novel kernel Density Estimation
technique, where the model attempts to assess the reliability of an individual local
response by taking into account the other responses given by the same informant
and how these match with the variants recorded in the area surrounding the record
in question. The approach, however, appears to neglect the “long tail” of variation
by de-emphasizing what it calls “stray outliers”, or what is called “oncers” by
Kretzschmar.
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A convenient feature of the DE plot is that it can be interpreted to show the
probability that a given feature might occur in any part of the survey region, and
by extension provide an estimate on where a feature might be expected to occur in
the survey region. This is how DE plots are utilized in Paper IV. In addition to Paper
IV, Density Estimation in conjunction with LAP data has also been studied in
Kretzschmar (1996) and Kretzschmar & Schneider (1996).
Heat maps
Another common visualization of language data is a heat map. Heat maps, similar
to Density Estimation plots, show the relative strengths of competing variants based
on their distributed occurrences. Figure 10 shows a conceptual heat map of the
same kind that linguists Bert Vaux and Scott Golder used to visualize survey data
of 30 000 informants across the continental USA15.

Fig. 10 A conceptual example of a heat map (Base map of the USA used under GNU 2
license from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BlankMap-USA-states.PNG).

The figure shows the hotspots for four common responses to the question “What
do you call the little gray creature that rolls up into a ball when you touch it?”. The
plot provides a regional generalization of the responses, and is instantly
comprehensible as a summary of the data, but does not readily reveal the number
or position of the survey locations themselves. Heat maps are not directly used in

15

For original maps see: http://nordic.businessinsider.com/american-english-dialects-maps-2018-1
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this thesis, but the proportional density estimate plot presented in Paper IV is
similar in nature.
Statistical techniques
As noted by Grieve et al. (2011), whereas American dialect studies have
traditionally been subjective analyses, a quantitative approach has been adopted in
a number of European studies. The quantitative subclass of dialectology is more
appropriately known as dialectometry, which often involves the use of statistical
techniques such as multidimensional scaling (MDS) and cluster analysis. The goal
of these techniques is to identify dialect continua and dialect regions, akin to the
practice of identifying overlap in bundles of isoglosses in traditional dialectology
(Grieve et al. 2011). As reported in Paper IV, Séguy (1971) and Goebl (1982) were
early developers of the field of dialectometry, and more recently John Nerbonne
pioneered the creation of maps from aggregations of Dutch dialect materials
(Nerbonne et al. 1996), and with Peter Kleiweg later applied his method to more
extensive American dialect materials (Nerbonne et al. 2003).
Cluster analysis
A study by Grieve et al. (2011) utilizes a combination of spatial autocorrelation,
factor analysis and finally cluster analysis to analyze regional variation via a set of
subjectively identified 40 lexical variables. The authors calculate local and global
spatial autocorrelation measures (Getis-Ord Gi* and Moran’s I, respectively) to
select items (variables) that capture patterns of regional variation, a process which
they liken to the traditional creation of isoglosses. They then apply factor analysis
to identify common patterns of variation (as an analogue to identifying bundles of
isoglosses) and ultimately apply cluster analysis to identify dialect regions. The
study is based on a 26-million-word corpus of letters written to the editors of
selected American daily newspapers.
The work by Grieve is an excellent example of a corpus-based study of dialects,
but it has limitations in that it is likely affected by the choice of newspapers – their
relative audiences, conventions familiar to the readership, editorial practices and
regions of circulation – and the lack of metadata on the writers, but it provides a
systematic alternative to traditional isogloss-based studies that rely heavily on
intuition. With 130 000 informants representing 206 cities across the USA it,
however, represents a formidable body of language for research.
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In terms of visualizing the results, the study by Grieve et al. (2011) relies on
point-plot-style maps that leave the observation of overall patterns to the viewer.
below shows their ultimate dialect regions plot. Figure 11 below shows a
conceptual plot of dialect regions indicated by markers of the same kind used by
Grieve et al. (2011).

Fig. 11 A conceptual map of dialect regions indicated by markers (Base map of the USA
used under GNU 2 license from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File: BlankMap USA-states.PNG).

Multidimensional scaling (MDS)
The construction of overall patterns is a commonly expected function of dialect
study. The deduction of such patterns, their measurable locality or fluctuating
continuity across a survey area is a key topic of investigation in dialectometry. As
Kretzschmar (2006) writes:
Contemporaneous with the Neo-Grammarians was Gaston Paris with his
French approach, which saw language variation as a linguistic continuum, ‘une
vaste tapisserie don’t les couleurs varie´es se fondent sur tous les points en
nuances insensiblement de´grade´es’ [a vast tapestry of which the varied colors
flow out from locations (i.e. towns) in imperceptible gradations]. (p. 403)
This continuum of change is famously investigated by scholars such as John
Nerbonne, who according to Kretzschmar (2006) has coined the term continuumbased dialectology for their approach. Of particular interest here is the work by
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Nerbonne et al. (2003), who analyze phonetic data via string edit distances to create
shaded geographic areas of similar usage, which they then compare to traditional
notions of dialect regions. A free-to-use tool for experimenting with some
approaches common in dialectometry is available online as Gabmap (Leinonen et
al. 2016). The Gabmap tool supports both lexical and phonetic data.
Figure 4 above introduced a simple reference point map for visualizing the
Levenshtein distance between a selected reference site and all other sites within the
survey area. A more advanced plot that displays linguistic relationships across all
sites simultaneously is also supported by Gabmap via the use of multidimensional
scaling (MDS). MDS refers to a class of techniques that, in essence, solve the
problem of turning a table of measurements on some particular occurrences into an
N-dimensional map of those occurrences where proximity is associated with
similarity (Kruskal & Wish, 1978). This translates well to the study of language
across a geographic space. In Gabmap, the MDS considers a full NxN array of
aggregate Levenshtein distances between each pair of sites and creates an Ndimensional space where the distances are approximations of the original linguistic
distances (Leinonen et al. 2016). As is the case with MDS in general, the first
dimension is the most meaningful representation of similarity in the data. Leinonen
et al. (2016) explain:
The first dimension of an MDS analysis always explains as much as possible
of the variance in the data, and additional dimensions add maximally to the
precision of the approximation of the distances, but each additional dimension
explains less of the variance than the previous one. (p. 75)
According to Leinonen, the first three dimensions of MDS usually explain
approximately 80-90% of the variance in the dialect data sets, and thus adding more
than three dimensions to the analysis generally does not improve the solution
markedly. A further advantage to a three-dimensional approach is that the distance
data set can be plotted as a three-dimensional point cloud (see Leinonen et al. 2016
for an example) or conveniently on a two-dimensional map using the RGB color
space, which is also supported in Gabmap. Figure 12 shows a conceptual plot of
dialect areas in the style used by Leinonen et al. (2016) for Dutch dialect areas.
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Fig. 12 A conceptual map of the type used by Gabmap MDS plots based on three
dimensions

(Base

map

of

the

USA

used

under

GNU

2

license

from

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BlankMap-USA-states.PNG).

As noted in Paper IV, Grieve has also applied MDS to American dialect data in
order to make estimates of regions. In this thesis, MDS is presented as a base of
reference for the alternative cellular automaton -approach detailed in Section 3.1.
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2.2

Cellular automata
“It is very likely that on the basis of the philosophy that every error has to be
caught, explained, and corrected, a system of the complexity of the living
organism would not run for a millisecond.”
John von Neumann

2.2.1 Definition
The concept of a cellular automaton (CA) was first introduced in the 1940s by
Stanislaw Ulam and John von Neumann (von Neumann & Burks, 1966), but only
received wider interest after John Conway’s Game of Life (GoL) simulation in the
1970s (Gardner, 1970). Sarkar (2000) offers a good overview of CA theory and the
application of CAs in research since von Neumann. The survey by Sarkar touches
on both the game-like and computer science applications, but forgoes the majority
of physical modeling applications.
The basic concept behind a CA is a series (a string of adjacent locations for a
one-dimensional CAs) or an N-dimensional lattice of interacting components (e.g.
a square arrangement of locations for a two-dimensional CA). Each component is
represented by a cell of the lattice, and rules can be defined to alter the state of any
individual cell based on its present state and the states of its neighboring cells. The
lattice, also known as the grid, can be used to process information or to investigate
the outcome of a specific change in conditions as set by the rules. A detailed
explanation of the operation of CAs is offered in Paper I, as well as Sarkar (2000).
The initialization of the CA
The initialization, or seeding, of the CA can be done in random or based on some
spatial data of interest. Inactive boundary cells can be used to carve out locations
of the grid to form more complex shapes taking into account, for example,
impassable terrain and other geographic features as needed.
The use of GPS-encoded environmental survey data, such as data obtained
from remote sensing satellites, is a practical choice for seeding a CA intended for
urban planning applications, for example. Using data of this type the spatial
arrangement of the data points can be converted into, for example, a twodimensional CA grid that preserves each data location as a cell of the grid. In doing
so, the latitude and longitude of the GPS coordinates is reduced to the x and y
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coordinates of the CA grid. Depending on the choice of grid size, the locations may
be adjacent or spread out, or multiple data points may need to be merged into the
same cell.
Rule processing
By definition, the rules set for the CA dictate the conditions under which an
individual cell of the lattice will a) adopt a new state (birth rule) or b) retain a state
based on its present state and that of its neighbors (survival rule). These rules are
referred to as update rules, or the birth and survival rules of the CA. The result of
each application of the rules across the entire grid is referred to as a generation in
the simulation.
The Game of Life rules are the best known rule set used in CAs in general. The
rule set is count-based, which means that it addresses the count of live cells in the
neighborhood of any cell being evaluated. The rule set originally introduced by
Gardner (1970) dictates that (see Paper I, p. 47):
If any black (or ‘‘dead’’) cell is next to exactly three white cells, it becomes
white (or ‘‘alive’’); if any white cell is next to two or three other white cells, it
stays white; in any other condition, the cell stays dark or becomes dark.
These rules translate to a birth condition of exactly 3 live neighbors and a survival
condition of 2-3 live neighbors. The rules have been extensively studied to produce
a vast range of life-like behavior as discussed later in this section.
In addition to the dimension of the CA and the update rules used, also the size
of the lattice, the number of states supported by each cell, the existence and extent
of cell memory, and the size of the neighborhood investigated for any cell also
define the type and operation of a particular CA. In general, the properties of a CA
are defined by:
1.
2.
3.

4.
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Grid-level properties, e.g. the dimension and size of the CA, the grid
arrangement (e.g. consisting of square or hexagonal cells).
Cell-level properties, e.g. the number of states a cell can have, the extent of
memory over past states.
Neighborhood-level properties, e.g. the size of the neighborhood investigated
during a rule processing step, the definition of the neighborhood, the weight
assigned to proximity in the neighborhood.
Rule-level properties, e.g. the birth/survival conditions, random factor overturn.

The cell neighborhood in a CA is usually defined in one of a number of ways as
illustrated in Figure 13, reprinted from Paper I. For a two-dimensional CA the
elementary options include the von Neumann neighborhood (Rook’s case
neighbors: P8, P12, P14 and P18 in the figure) and the Moore neighborhood (Queen’s
case neighbors: P7, P8, P9, P12, P14, P17, P18 and P19 in the figure). In addition to
containing the 4 or 8 closest neighboring cells, the neighborhood may also address
up to nth-order neighbors further out from the cell itself (e.g. P1 - P6, P10 - P11, P15 P16 and P20 - P25 in the figure).

Fig. 13 Neighborhood definitions for a two-dimensional CA (Reprinted by permission
from Paper I © 2014 Cambridge University Press).

It is important to note that during the simulation the rules are applied to each cell
simultaneously. In practical terms, each cell may be evaluated in sequence, but the
resulting new cell states are only applied across the grid once all the cells have been
evaluated and their new states are known.
The outcome of the simulation
The outcome of the simulation will vary based on the seed and on the rules applied.
A simulation may run indefinitely or reach a locked state, after which no changes
are observed on the grid, early on. Detecting a locked state in the simulation is
straightforward as successive states in this case are identical, and cannot be altered
without a change in conditions or the presence of a random factor in the rule
processing logic. Similarly, detected blinkers or cells that repeat their states in a
cyclical fashion may be used as a sign to stop the simulation as no new information
can be gained by allowing the simulation to run longer. In some CA applications,
such as GoL, the objective is to create a simulation that runs perpetually. In other
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applications a fixed solution, a quotable end state, is desired. This thesis examines
both types of uses for a CA with language data.
Typically, cellular automata are classified according to both their dimension
and the type of patterns that appear during simulation. As reported in Paper I,
Wolfram (2002) has famously carried out extensive experiments with onedimensional CAs, and in so doing influenced much of the later terminology and
concepts regarding CAs. One-dimensional CAs remain an illustrative example of
the core mechanics of a CA to this day. Most CAs applied to physical phenomena
in recent studies, however, have been two-dimensional or three-dimensional in
nature. In many cases these CAs may utilize rule sets more advanced than the rules
of the GoL simulation.
The patterns CAs produce may be generally classified into four groups
following Wolfram’s original model (Wolfram 2002):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Stable homogenity (e.g. all cells die).
Stable or oscillating structures (e.g. traffic lights or a wheel).
Chaotic structures (e.g. random noise).
Complex structures (e.g. moving gliders).

Of these types of patterns, groups 2 and 4 have received the most attention when
CAs are studied as an entity by themselves, such as in Game of Life -type of
experiments. As pointed out in Paper I, in real-world applications also patterns (or
outcomes) belonging to one of the other groups may be valuable if they provide
insight into the phenomenon under investigation.
Group 1 patterns are straightforward to achieve with overly strict or loose rules
that either kill or all cells or populate the entire grid of cells in a short number of
iterations. Such outcomes are therefore usually viewed as trivial or uninteresting,
and attempts are made to inhibit uncontrolled growth by many such CAs. In the
GoL simulation, as explained in Paper I, this inhibition is implemented by adopting
deterministic rules for birth and survival conditions where both birth and staying
alive require enough neighbors to be present (to overcome “loneliness”), but having
too many neighbors leads to death (as a result of “overcrowding”). Other
mechanisms for implementing similar functionality include cell memory of
previous states, probabilistic rules and rules that evolve over the generations of the
CA. Examples of such approaches are given by Paper 1, including those by AlonsoSanz & Margarita (2003) and Evans, Rajewsky & Speer (1999) described briefly
also in the following section.
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2.2.2 Applications
The GoL simulation is a simple two-dimensional cellular automaton that attempts
to mimic the growth mechanisms of real-world dynamical systems, such as a
naturally occurring population of the same species. The simulation has been studied
as an entity of its own, but it – and cellular automata in general – is also applicable
to the study of other phenomena that can be modeled as systems consisting of
individual actors following a common set of rules. Figure 14 illustrates a specific
starting arrangement for a two-dimensional CA that will produce gliders, i.e.
moving V-shaped objects, under the GoL-rules (see Paper I).

Fig. 14 Starting position for Conway’s Game of Life (GoL) that generates ‘‘gliders’’.

The GoL is a very well-known example of a CA, but it represents the more gamelike application of CAs. Cellular automata have been applied to the study of a
multitude of physical, chemical, biological and mathematical phenomena from
river systems (Topa, 2006) and traffic flows (Evans, Rajewsky & Speer, 1999) to
cryptography (Tomassini, Sipper & Perrenoud, 2000).
Alonso-Sanz & Margarita (2003), described in Paper I, provides a simple
example of a one-dimensional CA where previous cell states affect its next state,
thereby giving rise to a conservation effect as the influence of memory is increased
(Paper I). Probabilistic rules, on the other hand, have the opposite goal of enabling
disruptions by either allowing fully probabilistic cell states (i.e. cells can be in
several states at the same time), or to simply introduce a random factor to overturn
rule decisions (see Evans, Rajewsky & Speer, 1999). The third technique discussed
here, evolving rules, will change the CA rules throughout the simulation, and may,
for example, vary the birth and death requirements or the size and definition of
neighborhoods (Mitchell, Crutchfield & Das, 1996).
Finally, Torrens and Benenson (2005) describe work on fusing a CA and a
multi-agent system in order to create a CA with both fixed and non-fixed actors for
use in urban simulations. This work is not unlike the work presented in Paper I and
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also here in Section 3.1, although the system proposed by this author takes a less
mobile view of the actors.
2.2.3 Applications in language research
CAs are inherently spatial in nature so it is not surprising that they have, as
discussed above, had applications in the study of phenomena where geography
plays a significant part. In language, CAs have not been utilized prior to the work
described in this thesis. As reported on in Paper I, we are only aware of three earlier
descriptions of CAs in language variation studies, and none of these went beyond
a conceptual approach.
Kretzschmar (1992) described the concept of a rule-based process and CAs in
language research, but his experiments were not automated. Keller (1994) 16
reported on the earlier, otherwise unpublished, work of Jules Levin from 1988 at
the University of California-Riverside. According to Keller, Levin had created a
small CA (55 x 55 cells) consisting of randomly assigned black and white cells. In
the CA, a cell would stay the same if all of its neighbors had the same status, and
that a white cell had a 51% chance of staying white if four of its neighbors were
white and four were black. Over repeated iterations of the CA, this process would
produce clustered results. Keller (1994) quotes Levin as concluding that "I regard
this as only a very primitive and abstract preliminary model that hopefully mimics
linguistic interaction" (Paper I, 46). Finally, authors Grieve, Speelman, and
Geeraerts (2010) implemented a CA for presentation at a linguistics conference,
but without specific discussion of how its operation illustrated language interaction.
None of the above pilots implemented a CA that followed the principles of GIS
(e.g. geocoded locations, handling of boundary effects), or followed principles such
as the inverse square rule for the effect of distance on influence.

16

Keller also discusses the topic of complex aggregate patterns arising from simple interactions in
speech in his 1990 book Sprachwandel (utb GmbH)
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2.3

Geographic information systems
” Tomorrow morning before we depart, I intend to land and see what can be
found in the neighborhood”
Christopher Columbus

2.3.1 Definition
A geographic information system (GIS) is a system that captures, stores, analyzes,
manages and presents data that are linked to locations (Dawsen, 2011). GIS
software, such as the popular ArcGIS package 17 , marry together traditional
cartography with statistical tools and databases technology for plotting multiple
layers of information on top of various types of maps. The software is frequently
used for archaeology, geography, cartography, remote sensing, land surveying,
public utility management and natural resource management (Dawsen, 2011), but
also for studying language.
At the heart of GIS is the Global Positioning System (GPS), or equivalent, that
provides a common coordinate system via longitude and latitude for aligning
various sources of information. The map component itself may, for example, be a
terrain map, a satellite image or a polygon-based line drawing capturing relevant
features of geography. Multiple layers of annotation can also be superimposed on
top of the base map as polygon objects.
In its simplest form, a GIS tool can provide a mechanism for plotting data with
GPS-coordinates in a spatial arrangement over a blank canvas. The blank canvas
can be replaced by base maps provided by services such as Google Maps or
OpenStreetMap. An example of a basic GIS tool is the LAP website18 that plots
data from the Linguistic Atlas Project surveys using the Google Maps API.
2.3.2 Applications in language research
The classic application of GIS is in societal and environmental planning, but
language scholars and digital humanists have also discovered the tools. In language
research, GIS is an advanced form of cartography that follows in the footsteps of
traditional manual map making.

17
18

https://www.arcgis.com
http://www.lap.uga.edu
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Kretzschmar (2013) provides an overview of the use of GIS in typical language
projects drawing a line from simple descriptive models of language, that plot
occurrences on a map, to more advanced predictive models that aim to make
generalization or draw conclusions based on the data. It is also worth mentioning
that historically the first applications of GIS in language utilized fixed-width
character plots such as that of Lee Pedersen using data from the Linguistic Atlas of
the Gulf States in the 1980s (Kretzschmar, 2013).
Gregory & Hardie (2011) provides an example of a project combining corpus
studies and GIS by plotting place names, and the collocates associated with those
place names, on a map. A further fascinating example of using GIS to understand a
textual source is discussed in Evans & Jasnow (2014) where the lost towns of
Homer’s Catalogue of Ships are mapped based on their appearance in lists of
locations within the text. Figure 15 shows a conceptual map of place names
deduced from the narrative through analyzing lists of places as they occur in the
text in the style of Evans & Jasnow (2014).

Fig. 15 A conceptual map of approximated locations (Base map of the USA used under
GNU

2

license

from

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BlankMap-USA-

states.PNG).

A further approach to GIS in conjunction with language data is given in Grieve et
al. (2011), where corpus data is plotted on a map and analyzed via spatial
autocorrelation measures. A similar, albeit simplified example is the mere plotting
of values on maps, as is done by the Linguistic Atlas Project website.
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3

Research contribution

This section outlines the novel research contributions made in the original Papers
I-V included in this thesis.
Paper I describes the first joint study between the author and the Linguistic
Atlas Project team at the University of Georgia, USA, into cellular automata for
language. The technical development work was carried out in 2009-2013 on two
parallel tracks, one by the author in Finland (2012-2013) and another by the LAP
team in the USA (2009-2013). The work resulted in two separate cellular automaton
tools, the American GEM simulation environment and the Finnish GISCA
simulation environment. Whereas the GEM simulation is a demonstration of a
generic CA, the GISCA simulation is able to make use of real survey data. In Paper
I the data used is limited to informant-level data (i.e. location and demographic
metadata). Ultimately, GEM served as a validation tool for verifying that the basic
CA mechanics of GISCA performed as expected, and both CAs produced results
that complied with the complex systems of speech model set for the research.
Papers II-III focus on the creation of a continuous simulation for language
change based on GISCA. The work was carried out in Finland in 2012-2014 with
the author taking responsibility for all technology development. The linguistic
study design was led by Professor Kretzschmar and involved an active role by the
author.
Papers IV-V, also based on GISCA, examine the use of a cellular automaton to
analyze the real-world survey data. The work was carried out in Finland in 20142017 with the author taking the lead role in the design of the study and all
technology development. Professor Kretzschmar had an active role in the study as
the linguistics expert.
In the following, the results are arranged under three topics: the CA tool created
(Section 3.1), the use of the CA for modeling linguistic change (Section 3.2), and
the use of the CA for digging into the original survey data (Section 3.3). The latter
two topics each form a strand of research undertaken as part of this thesis.
3.1

A cellular automaton for real-world language data

As reported in Paper I, cellular automata have previously been proposed as a model
for studying language and regional language variation in particular. The three
earlier studies are presented in Section 2.2.3. The previous studies have, however,
only been conceptual and have not utilized real-world data. Thus the CA proposed
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in this thesis is the first to build a comprehensive, GIS-aware framework for the
analysis of real-world survey data, in this case from the Linguistic Atlas Project
archives.
Moreover, the CA presented here is designed explicitly to model language
change within the framework of complexity science. The case for using complex
systems is argued in Paper I. The proposed CA therefore breaks new ground both
in its technical development and in its theoretical motivation. The results presented
in the Papers are evaluated against complex systems theory as applied to language.
All implementation work for the CA was conducted with a view for web
deployment, partly in order to enable cross-Atlantic collaboration and partly to
facilitate the use of the CA in teaching and dissemination. Subsequently, the
finished CA is an HTML5 application utilizing PHP on the server-side and making
extensive use of Javascript on the client-side for creating virtually all of the
functionality. In all, the client-side program consists of approximately 20 000 lines
of code, while the server-side portion of the code only comprises 1000 lines of code.
The CA environment has been developed following an object-based
architecture and is divided into the following four key objects: Animation,
Automaton, Renderer and Cell.
Once the tool has been loaded by the browser a new Animation instance is
created. The Animation module handles the running of the CA on a high level and
provides services for interacting with the grid to a) view information on particular
areas of the grid and b) edit the grid by drawing with the mouse. The Animation
instance then creates a new instance of Automaton, which retrieves the necessary
seed file from the server using an Ajax call, creates a new instance of Renderer to
take care of the actual drawing of the grid and initializes the grid with the seed
information. The retrieved seed data has already been converted from GPS-encoded
data to (x,y)-encoded data, for the sake of performance and consistency between
simulations, on the server so each cell in the seed now gets its own instance of Cell
to keep track of cell states, perform calculations using that cell and its neighbors,
and make life and death decision concerning the cell in question.
Table 2 below summarizes the function and initialization of the four key objects
comprising the CA environment, each implemented in Javascript.
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Table 2. Key objects of the CA.

Animation

Automaton

Description

Initialization

The Animation object is responsible

Once the page has been loaded by the browser

for creating the game loop and

a new Animation instance is created. The

providing UI control over the

Animation object sets up the GUI and creates an

automaton.

Automaton object to handle the logic.

This is the core module of the CA in An instance of this class is created by Animation
terms of data handling. The module

when the page is first loaded. When first

handles the loading of new seeds,

initialized this instance:

provides access to the data held in

1) Retrieves the necessary seed file from the

the Cells of the CA grid and

server using an Ajax call; 2) Analyses the seed

performs a vast array of functions on to see if the current grid size has to be adjusted
the grid data (including search,

in order to accommodate the seed; 3) Creates a

statistics, boundary detection and

new Renderer instance to take care of the actual

use of linguistic information).

drawing of the grid; 4) Initializes the grid with the
seed information using the dropSeed() function;
5) Performs boundary detection on the grid to
speed up calculations by excluding exclusively
dead areas

Renderer

Cell

The Renderer object takes care of

An instance of this class is created by

the actual drawing of the grid by

Automaton when the page is first loaded. When

handling the HTML5 Canvas

initialized this instance retrieves a reference to

element.

the HTML5 Canvas element on page.

The Cell object is the logical

A new instance of Cell is created by the

representation of a single cell of the

Automaton.dropSeed() function and it gets

CA. It contains all the necessary

assigned specific (x,y) coordinates, payloadID

state information and social

and social metadata if these are available from

metadata for a cell, and also

the seed file.

provides much of the calculation
functionality used in the actual
running of the simulation.

In the following, a set of key features distinguishing the CA presented in this thesis
from all other CAs for language research, and most other CAs created for other
applications, are discussed. The versatile GISCA simulation environment is a result
in itself, which is why it is covered here in some detail.
3.1.1 A GIS-aware grid
The grid (lattice) of the CA is set up automatically using the GPS coordinates for
entries in the selected survey data. The CA is capable of translating each informant
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of the survey to its own grid cell and detecting the boundaries of the resulting grid
so that processing can be limited to the survey area, thereby also improving
performance during simulations. It should be noted that boundary detection is
implemented using typical CA mechanics, which means that each cell decides
whether it is a boundary cell or not based on its neighborhood. A further implication
of this implementation is that multiple rules for what constitutes a boundary can be
experimented with using extended neighborhoods.
The coordinate translation process includes settings for target grid size and the
handling of stacked informants, i.e. informants that would occupy the same cell
after translation. The novel part here is the use of real survey data to compose the
grid in an automated fashion.
The grid based on LAMSAS data is introduced in Paper I, and used throughout
all five papers. Figure 16 below shows the standard CA grid after initialization.
Note the concentration of black cells around New York City which results from the
relocation of stacked cells.

Fig. 16 The grid of original survey locations (Reprinted by permission from Paper II
© 2014 Springer International Publishing Switzerland).
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3.1.2 Real-world data
This thesis marks the first time extensive real-world language survey data has been
used in conjunction with a cellular automaton. The real-world data used in setting
up the CA is comprised of both linguistic data (including both lexical data and
phonetic data) and demographic data for the survey informants. Each informant
cell thus has the properties of a real survey informant as listed in subsection Social
metadata of Section 2.1.4 of this thesis.
The CA also includes a balanced lottery mechanism for assigning social
metadata to the cells of the grid that do not correspond to a real informant. The
lottery mechanism is designed to observe both local and global distributions of the
various social properties. It should be noted that also the lottery mechanism is
implemented using typical CA mechanics, which means that multiple scenarios can
be experimented with by defining different types of rules for the lottery. A further
feature is that the lottery process can be run as a preprocessing step (the outcome
of which can then be saved for later use) or be run as needed during the simulation.
The lottery process is described in detail in Paper II. Figure 17 below shows the
outcome for one social metadata property after the lottery. In the figure, the dark
green/red cells indicate original seed values at the locations, and the faded green/red
cells represent values assigned in during the lottery process.

Fig. 17 Urban/Rural classification of locations.
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Using the CA mechanism to interpolate social metadata is a novel approach, and
one that ensures we have a neighborhood of a certain size around the cell to base
the calculations on. This way the assigned metadata values both adhere to their
original global proportions but are also appropriate in their local context, e.g. we
get mostly rural cells in rural areas and mostly urban cells is urban areas.
It should also be noted that while Paper I presents parallel work conducted by
the author in Finland and by the LAP team in the USA, only the CA developed in
Finland is capable of loading in real survey data. The Finnish CA is thus the only
CA in existence with the capability to make use of real survey data.
The linguistic data is used in Papers II-V and the social metadata is used in
Paper II.
3.1.3 Versatile rules
The CA supports a vast range of rules. Paper I introduces CAs using the well-known
Game of Life (GoL) rule set, which is supported by GISCA along with every other
rule set based on neighborhood counts or ratios. Furthermore, the CA supports the
definition of rules using an extended neighborhood of up to N, and the use of social
similarity in addition to geographic proximity.
Count-based rules
The Game of Life rules are the best known rule set used in CAs in general. The rule
set is count-based, which means that it addresses the count of live cells in the
neighborhood of any cell being evaluated. The GoL rules translate to a birth
condition of exactly 3 live neighbors and a survival condition of 2-3 live neighbors.
From the point of view of this thesis the GoL rules represent a curiosity, but are not
of immediate interest along either strand defined in this thesis. The CA nonetheless
supports GoL rules both in the first-order neighborhood, as is common, and also in
the extended neighborhood of up to N.
Of more interest in this thesis is the Bailey rule set discovered by Thomas
Bailey during the development of the American GEM simulation. The rule is
defined in Paper I:
A location in the matrix will adopt the target variant (become alive) if two,
three, or four of its neighbors use the feature. A location in the matrix will
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maintain the variant when already alive if five, six, seven, or eight of its
neighbors use the variant. (p. 55)
These rules translate to a birth condition of 2-4 live neighbors and a survival
condition of 5-8 live neighbors. The Bailey rules are rare among all possible rules
defined within the first-order neighborhood in that they appear to produce stable
patterns without locking to a fixed or a blinking state (see 2.2.1 for a definition of
CA states). The Bailey rules are used in Papers I-III.
Ratio-based rules
In addition to the common count-based rules, and their less-common extension into
extended neighborhoods, the CA proposed here is unique in that it also supports
ratio-based rules. The ratio-based rules developed in Finland by the author respond
to the need for readily understood rules that translate well to how language variation
has been studied in the past and how isoglosses in particular have been drafted.
The ratio-based rules allow for simple scenarios to be proposed to the CA. The
scenarios can, for example, be that each informant (cell) adopts a feature supported
by at least 50% of its neighbors and maintains a feature supported by at least 10%
of its neighbors. The neighborhood can be restricted to the first-order neighborhood
or an extended neighborhood can be used. Ratio-based rules are used in Papers IV
and V, with a neighborhood definition of up to the second order of neighbors (N=2).
A further important feature in the ratio-based rule processing of the CA is that
it implements competition between variants, not between neighboring cells per say.
As discussed in Kretzschmar (2009), in the complex systems model of speech “the
randomly interacting components are all of the different variant realizations of
linguistic features as they are deployed by human agents, speakers.” In order to
facilitate this, the CA observes the counts and the resulting ratios between votes for
a particular variant found in the neighborhood. Thus, a ratio of, for example, 100%
corresponds to not 100% of the neighbors, but to 100% of the variants used by the
neighborhood. This is an important distinction, and one that allows the often
overlooked “oncers” (described above in Section 2.1) to survive. This is an
innovative interpretation of the common application of rules in a CA, and one
which follows the complex systems approach outlined in Section 2.1.3).
Ratio-based rules are used in Papers IV-V.
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Extended neighborhoods
The typical definitions for a neighborhood in a CA, including those set in GoL
studies, are limited to the first-order neighborhood, where Rook’s case and Queen’s
case as defined above are the common choices. The CA developed in this thesis,
however, allows neighborhood definitions of up to Nth-order extended
neighborhoods and the assignment of neighbors from within an Nth-order
neighborhood. The neighborhood definition can easily be controlled from the GUI
and multiple settings are used for different applications (e.g. boundary detection,
social metadata lottery).
Social similarity
In addition to proximity-based Nth-order neighborhood rules, the CA also allows
for assignment of socially similar neighbors. Social similarity is supported through
the definition of similarity recipes that allow for scores of similarity to be calculated
between any pair of cells based on their demographic metadata. The recipes allow
social similarity to be defined as a weighted combination of selected demographic
properties at will. Figure 18 shows a sample recipe built in the simulation based on
the findings of Johnson (1996) on the relative importance of shared social
properties.

Fig. 18 Sample similarity recipe based on Ellen Johnson's findings.

In the figure, the top half shows the social properties of a sample cell (currently
selected on the grid by the user), and the lower-half the recipe itself including
settings for the allowed difference (column 2) and the assigned weight (column 3).
Note that any values found to be within the set difference will count as “the same”,
and due to the weights set here total similarity may be achieved by having even just
one matching category (community type or education, which are both set at a
weight of 1). The scores are then calculated for all cell pairs across the grid. Figure
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19 plots the neighborhood similarities resulting from the above recipe. In the figure,
a dark shade indicates high similarity.

Fig. 19 Social similarity plot (darker indicates higher similarity).

The scores are ultimately used in a neighbor assignment process, where an extended
neighborhood (N=2 by default) is surveyed for each cell and the best matching cells
are assigned as neighbors in place of the geographic neighbors. The assigned
neighbors can be viewed by hovering over the grid in the GUI.
The use of social similarity, the availability of social metadata rooted in real
survey data and the visualization of social similarity based on similarity recipes are
all innovative approaches to the use of CAs. Social similarity and neighbor
assignment allows for studies along the lines of Trudgill’s Gravity Model (Trudgill
1974), in which features can appear to jump between population centers before they
appear in rural areas in between, and the similar Small Worlds theory described in
Mitchell (2009). Social similarity is investigated in Paper II.
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Random factor
The CA incorporates an option to define a random factor that overturns rule
outcomes on a cell-level. In Paper II, a random overturn of at least 0.06% (i.e. six
decisions out of 10 000) was experimentally found to slow down the growth of
large clusters using the Bailey rules over thousands of generations. In most cases,
a random factor of at most 0.03 provided a result where all known values occurred
during a simulation (although only a fraction of them formed clusters).
The impact of including a random factor component in the rule processing is
also investigated in a paper titled Emergence and Evolution in Computer
Simulation of Speech given at the ISLE conference in 2014 by Kretzschmar and the
author (Kretzschmar & Juuso, 2014), but not yet published in written format.
Memory
The transition of a cell from a current state to the next state is a fundamental process
in a CA. A cell does not remember its past states unless it has specifically been
granted memory. To investigate the impact of memory, a mechanism of both an
active memory and passive memory was developed into the CA. The two-fold
implementation was motivated by an attempt to mimic the effect of both the
existence of a limited active vocabulary and larger passive vocabulary. This was
implemented as a two-phase memory processing mode, where the number of
variants supported at any point of time is not restricted (passive memory), but the
number of variants that are awarded with persistence may be limited in a number
of ways (active memory).
In the active memory mode a previously encountered variant is checked at set
intervals to see if its age in the passive memory (i.e. the actual running simulation)
is old enough to qualify as persistent. If a set threshold is reached, the enforcement
score for the variant is increased by one and otherwise decreased by one. The
threshold for persistence is by default set at 10% of the current generation count of
the simulation, which means that it becomes harder for a variant to enter into the
active memory as the simulation goes on.
Three memory modes were developed for use with the active memory:
–
–
–
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A1 (no variants are ever forgotten).
A2 (continuous memory loss based on enforcement count).
A3 (memory loss based on enforcement count after capacity is reached).

These modes were intended to mimic the effect of enforcement in the retention of
variants in speakers. In A1 any variant that makes it into the active memory will
always stay there, which should eventually lead to all variants getting into the active
memory across all locations. The difference is in the generation at which the variant
is added during the simulation. In A2 all the variants are evaluated at each
checkpoint and those variants whose score falls to zero or below get thrown out of
the active memory. A3 works the same way as A2, except that variants will only be
thrown out of active memory once a set maximum capacity is reached.
The effect of memory was investigated in a number of conference papers
presented at digital humanities conferences (incl. Kretzschmar & Juuso, 2015). The
use of memory was found to have a favorable effect on the continuous simulation,
where the variant patterns produced over hundreds of generations during a
simulation adhered more closely with the expected A-curve frequency profile and
a non-uniform spatial distribution. These papers are not included in this thesis.
3.1.4 Novel visualizations
The standard visualization for a CA is a black and white grid, where one color is
used to indicate live cells and the other dead cells. The choice of black on white
versus white on black for live cells varies by implementation. Application-specific
color-coding can be applied to indicate further properties such as the number of live
neighbors a cell has or the type/state of a cell in a multistate CA.
In this thesis, a series of new visualizations was developed by the author to
reveal chosen aspects of each simulation as they were relevant in a particular
investigation. In all, the present version of the simulation has 41 visualizations, of
which a few of the most notable are introduced in the following.
Age-based views
In Paper I, it became apparent that (Paper I):
What happens at any given location changes frequently, so that the whole map
seems to flicker. It does not take many iterations for the target variant to occupy
the rest of the area…but occupying the space does not mean that any of the
locations permanently changes, becomes alive for good. (p. 50)
The observed growth is a feature of the used Bailey rule set, which causes each
seed to grow and ultimately fill the entire grid with almost uniform coverage. The
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growth does not occur at a uniform speed or consistency throughout the grid, and
subsequently the clusters of cells that formed had different age-profiles. A number
of age-based views were developed to show this. The two most useful views are
Fade newborns and Age, which both allow persistent patterns to be more readily
seen among the flickering locations. The views are shown in Figure 20 and Figure
21 below, reprinted from Paper I. The age-based views were also used for Paper II.

Fig. 20 Fade newborns shows newly born cells in light grey (Reprinted by permission
from Paper I © 2014 Cambridge University Press).

The Fade newborns view reveals that a high percentage of the cells are only
temporary. In Figure 20, taken at generation 300, over 50% of the live locations
were only turned on during the last step and the rest have been stable for a longer
duration.
The Age view takes the visualization a step further by shading cells that have
been alive for at least 10% of the time of the longest living cell (e.g., for 12
generations if the longest living cell is 120 generations old) are colored black, with
younger cells in shades of gray. An example is given in Figure 21, which is also
taken at generation 300.
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Fig. 21 Age view shades cells based on their age relative to the oldest surviving cell
(Reprinted by permission from Paper I © 2014 Cambridge University Press).

The gradual formation of clusters evident in both figures is in the paper taken as a
conceptual illustration of linguistic change over geographic space, and as proof that
the CA is capable of complying with the complex systems of language model.
Density Estimation views
Density Estimation (DE) plots, as introduced above in Section 2.1.5, are a common
feature of many GIS packages. The CA developed here incorporates a number of
DE plotting mechanisms for reference and comparison with the regions produced
by the CA process. Figure 9 shown previously illustrates the result of one such plot
using LAP data. Figure 22 shows the same plot now with the corresponding region
outlines produced following the CA process in Paper IV.
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Fig. 22 DE Four-Level Plot for Thundershower (Reprinted by permission from Paper IV
© 2016 SAGE Publications).

The DE plots provide a valuable point of reference for validating the regions seen
in CA simulations. The traditional type of a DE plot does not, however, incorporate
any level of competition between the individual variants of the data, instead opting
to show the density plot of each variant in a vacuum. To overcome this limitation,
a special proportional Density Estimation plot was developed in Paper IV (see
Figure 30 later).
A further refinement of the basic Density Estimation concept was developed in
Paper V, where a special consensus view was introduced to draw conclusions on the
results of several simulation runs each with a different setting for string edit
similarity (see Figure 31 later).
Variant status views
The CA provides multiple views to inspect the status and the strength of a variant
at locations across the grid. These views include plots of the number of variants
found at a location (see Figure 5 in Paper IV), the birth/death of variants at a
location (see Figure 12 in Paper IV), the number of times the status of variant has
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changed at a location and its rank among all the variants currently found at a
location.
In Paper V, a special new visualization was developed to visualize the string
edit distance of a variant from those of all other variant regions across the grid. This
visualization is useful for analyzing support and opposition posed by neighboring
variants, but is only practical in conjunction with rules that lead to well-bounded
regions. Figure 23, reprinted from Paper V, illustrates.

Fig. 23 Variant region similarity as measured by string edit distance (Reprinted by
permission from Paper V © 2019 Authors).

In the figure, a selected variant region shows up in blue, any variant region within
a set compatibility threshold in green, and the remaining regions in increasingly
dark shades of red as their string edit distance from the selected variant grows.
3.1.5 Measurement and tracking
The CA provides several sets of statistics on the original survey data and how it
changes throughout the operation of the CA. The CA incorporates, for example,
frequency profile plots with Gini coefficient calculation, Spatial Autocorrelation
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with Moran’s I and z-scores, and cluster detection with connectivity options. These
are described in some detail in the following.
Original data composition display
The most rudimentary set of information is on the composition of the original
survey data for the selected survey item. This display shows the frequency profile
(and Gini coefficient) for all the responses found in the data, along with an
overview of the composition of the social metadata for informants. The view
enables the user to select any social metadata for tracking over the simulation, in
which case a printout of changes for the social property is provided when the
simulation is stopped.
Interactive context display
The interactive context display is intended for inspecting the neighborhood of any
given cell by hovering over the cell. The display provides an overview of the
extended neighborhood including the active variants and their strengths among all
known variants. A frequency profile is also plotted for the neighborhood along with
the corresponding Gini coefficient.
Lifetime tracking display
The automatic lifetime tracking of variants over the course of the simulation
provides two graphical plots of how the relative strengths of the various variants
has evolved over the course of the simulation. The first plot, shown in Figure 24
reprinted from Paper V, plots the instance count of each variant over the running of
the simulation. This plot is chiefly useful for verifying that the simulation has
reached a locked state, and identifying any major events within the simulation.
The second plot, shown in Figure 25 reprinted from Paper V, plots the changes
in the frequency profile of the variants. The plot arranges all variants along the Xaxis according to their in the original survey data, and plots the number of instances
for each variant along the Y-axis. The plot contains a line for each generation of the
simulation with the oldest (first) generation shown in increasingly light greys and
the latest generation showing up in black. The plot is useful for both observing the
global frequency profile of the variants and, due to the ranked order of the variants,
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for identifying changes in that profile. The two types of plots are used in a number
of papers including Paper V.

Fig. 24 Variant strengths over the duration of the simulation.

Fig. 25 The frequency profile of variant strengths (Reprinted by permission from
Paper V © 2019 Authors).
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Cluster estimates
In addition to providing views to enhance clusters on the grid, the CA also
incorporates a number of scores to provide quotable estimates on the existence of
clusters after a particular simulation.
The pseudo cluster estimate is based on the tight coupling of cell ages to the
development of larger cell formations. The estimate calculates the ratio of unique
age values and the highest possible age in the simulation (at most equal to the
number of generations the simulation has run for). This ratio is then compared to
empirically discovered thresholds for small clusters (≥ 0.05), intermediate-size
clusters (≥ 0.2) and large clusters (≥ 0.4). The estimate is very cheap to calculate
and after at least 1000 generations into a simulation it also appears to provide
reliable results for rule sets that enable persistent growth, such as the Bailey rule
set. This estimate is not usable for more volatile rules that lead to a high degree of
blinking during the simulation.
The CA offers two mechanisms for identifying and quantifying clusters: a
method based on connectivity and a kernel-based growth method.
The clusters by connectivity method for detection works by passing over the
grid and assigning a cluster ID to any cell that has at least a certain number of
connected neighbors. If a neighbor already has a cluster id that ID is used for both
cells, and if more than one ID exists in the neighborhood the IDs are merged. The
passes are repeated until no more cluster IDs can be merged. The settings for the
detection process consist of the required minimum number of connections to
neighboring cells and the choice of neighborhood type (either Rook’s case or
Queen’s case). Selecting a low connection count will allow thin string-like clusters
to be detected. Requiring full Queen’s case neighborhoods will produce results that
are identical with the clusters by kernels method. It is also possible to discard cells
based on their age (e.g. fade-out newborn cells, or only consider cells that are at
least 10% of the age of the oldest living cell).
The clusters by kernels method adds a preprocessing step where suitable
kernels are identified for clusters based on the requirements set by the user for how
full the immediate Queen’s case neighborhood for each cell has to be in order for
it to qualify as a kernel cell. The kernel size is again set as the number of
connections required (1-8). After this, the processing follows the same model as the
connectivity-based method with one important distinction: no new cluster IDs are
allowed so that clusters can only form around the original kernels. It is also possible
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to discard cells based on their age. Figure 26, Figure 27 and Figure 28 below
illustrate the three methods.

Fig. 26 The standard view of simulation after 500 generations.

Figure 26 shows the grid after 500 generation run using the Bailey rule set. The
largest clusters can be seen among what appears as noise. Moran’s I is 0.045
indicating positive correlation with a z-score value of 5.9 indicating statistical
significance at a confidence level of 99%. Pseudo cluster estimate is 0.25 indicating
intermediate-sized clusters.
Figure 27 shows the result of the connectivity-based cluster detection. Using a
connectivity requirement of 3 out of 4 Rook’s case neighbors the method identified
224 clusters with an average size of 7 cells and a maximum size of 353 cells. In all,
36.7% (1570 cells) of alive cells, or 18.2% of all 8610 non-boundary cells, were
classified as belonging to a cluster.
Figure 28 shows the result of the kernel-based method. Using the default
settings of a full Queen’s case neighborhood as a kernel and allowing for growth
with 3 out of 4 Rook’s case neighbors the method identified 12 clusters. The
average size of a cluster was 63.5 and the maximum size 281. In all, 17.8% (762
cells) of alive cells, or 8.9% of all 8610 non-boundary cells, were classified as
belonging to a cluster.
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Fig. 27 Cluster detection result using connectivity-based method.

Fig. 28 Cluster detection result with kernel-based method.
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The three cluster estimation methods provide comparable and easily quotable
scores on the level of clustering exhibited in the simulations. The scores are utilized
in Kretzschmar et al. (2014).
3.2

Continuous simulation for language change with a CA

The first strand of research undertaken in this thesis attempts to overcome the lack
of time-series data in language and create a feasible continuous simulation of
language change and diffusion. The simulation is seeded with real data from the
LAP, and both the rules of running the simulation and the outcome of the simulation
are evaluated using the theory of the complex system of speech (see Section 2.1.3).
As described in Paper I, the simulation models dialect feature diffusion as the
adaptive aspect of the complex system of speech. For speech, as described in Paper
II, the randomly interacting components correspond to all of the different variant
realizations of linguistic features as they are deployed by human agents, speakers.
The simulation shows how a feature, once established, can spread across an area,
and how the distribution of a dialect feature as it stands in Linguistic Atlas data
could either spread or diminish. Throughout hundreds of iterations, the simulation
produces emergent regional and social distribution patterns as a consequence of
update rules.
Due to the use of the Bailey rules as part of the processing rules, this type of
use of the CA does not provide a prediction of the occurrence or location of
individual variants of the survey, but instead the objective is a long-running feasible
simulation of how language interaction and use may operate across space and social
groups. The validation of the simulation is done against the theoretical framework
of the complex systems of speech, but also with respect to the linguistic
distributions known to occur in the Linguistic Atlas Project.
3.2.1 The complex systems of speech
In Paper I we approach language change through complex systems, instead of a
grammar-based model as has been done traditionally (e.g. Labov’s shift models).
Language change has been demonstrated to be a process where geographic
proximity plays a significant role (see Section 2.1.2 above). Similarly, CAs are
known to produce spatial patterns over the course of many iterations of the right
simple rules (e.g. see Wolfram, 2002). In the paper we prove that the CA is an
interesting tool for use with language data.
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The primary result of the paper is that the CA can be used to produce patterns
of the kind known to occur in real survey data. The used rule set (Bailey rules) does
not allow for conclusions to be drawn on any feature of the underlying data, but the
running simulation appears to comply with what is expected based on linguistic
theory and the complex system of speech in particular. This adherence is primarily
demonstrated by the formation of dense, stable clusters of variant regions during
the simulation. A secondary demonstration is the preserved A-curve distribution of
global variant frequencies as is to be expected according to Zipf’s law. The latter
indicates that rather than any hierarchical system of linguistic types in which entries
change over time, what changes in a complex system is the frequency profile of a
large number of variants.
3.2.2 Social similarity as an alternate measure of proximity
In Paper II we develop a hybrid simulation mode where geographic proximity can
be flexibly combined with social proximity. In the study we consider social
influence as a second-order phenomenon (25%), and therefore combine the
proximity and social neighborhood votes applying a 75/25 ratio, but the CA
supports any mix of the two. The social similarity recipe used in the study is simple,
and is only based on the age of the informants (with a plus/minus 10 year allowance
for a match between the values). The outcome of the simulation adheres to the two
key features discovered in Paper I, i.e. formation of clusters and preservation of
Zipf’s law in the age profiles of different live variant locations across the grid (i.e.
the relative strengths of the variants as measured by longevity in the simulation).
As in the case of Paper I, here too the Bailey rule set means that the resulting
simulation must be assessed conceptually. The key result of the paper, however, is
that geographic and social proximity can be combined in a straightforward manner.
As Paper II sums up (p. 347), “Thus social similarity interacts with proximity and
operates in the CA model according to the same kind of simple interactional rules,
not according to complicated psychological conditioning sometimes described in
sociolinguistics.”
Paper II offers a limited study into the use of social similarity as an extension
or a replacement to geographic proximity. The topic has been elaborated on in a
number of conference presentations, but those do not exist in published written
format and are thus not included here. The anecdotal evidence from these studies
supports the findings of others, including Nerbonne & Heeringa (2007), that
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geography appears to outweigh social proximity in any large-scale quantitative
study context.
3.2.3 Sustained constant motion
The holy grail of the first track of research attempted in this thesis is a continuous
simulation that operates in a manner adhering to the theory of the complex systems
of speech. This goal is to an extent achieved in Paper III, where we show that a CA
can produce complex behavior, within the meaning of the term in complexity
science, and mimic familiar linguistic patterns both in terms of spatial arrangement
and frequency distribution.
The paper uses the artificial Bailey rules for mimicking language diffusion
across space and over time. The novel visualization schemes, i.e. Fade the newborn
and Age, allow for the emergence of stable clusters to be better observed among
the large numbers of flickering locations. Simulations of up to 1 000 generations
without a random factor component to rule processing exhibit behavior that appears
to comply with the theory of the complex systems of speech. Furthermore, a
random factor of less than 0.06% modifies the patterns that emerge during the
simulation, and a factor larger than this changes the output of the simulation to a
chaotic state where no clusters emerge. The emergence of clusters and the
preservation of Zipf’s law in the age profiles of variants are both taken as measures
of the success of the simulation in adhering to the theory of the complex systems
of speech. In both respects the simulation is a success, but more experimentation is
needed on the longevity of the simulation.
The contributions made on this track of research can be summed up as the
construction of the versatile simulation environment for language studies rooted in
complexity science. Of particular value are the few novel age-based visualization
schemes that allow persistent patterns to be more readily observed among the
flickering change that takes place across the grid constantly. A number of the cluster
estimation tools built in to the simulation also prove useful in comparing the results
between various simulations (see Section 3.1.5).
3.3

Digging into the original survey data with a CA

The second strand of research attempted in this thesis was to employ the CA to
discover properties of the original survey data. These “generation zero” studies, as
opposed to the studies described above in Section 3.2, do not focus on the sustained
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running of the simulation, but instead attempt to propose questions to the CA and
obtain fixed results.
The CA environment built over the previous studies provides a wide range of
tools to dissect and drill into the survey data. Support for an extensive array of
mechanisms from boundary detection and social similarity to count- and ratiobased rules, as well as the ability to visualize several aspects of the data from the
distribution of an individual social property to the age profile of a variant allows
for the investigation of a multitude of features from the original data. The aspect
selected for study on this track of the thesis is the classic question of region
estimation, both from lexical and phonetic data as described in the following. The
subject matter is investigated in Papers IV and V.
3.3.1 Region estimation for non-ordinal data
Paper IV investigates the classic question of “Where do people say X?” by using
the CA to circumvent both the subjective manual work and the statistical methods
used by other researchers. The key innovation of the paper lies in the adoption of
ratio-based rules and the implementation of these rules in a manner tying into the
competition between non-ordinal variants as motivated by complexity science.
The ratio-based rules allow for simplified agreement scenarios to be defined
by the language scholar based on how uniform the support for any lexical variant
should be in its neighborhood to either be adopted or retained by a cell. Depending
on how we set the required level of agreement (e.g., a simple majority or a twothirds majority of live features in the neighborhood), the CA will produce differing
estimates where the regions may be contiguous, have voids in between, overlap, or
contain individual locations that support multiple features. In Paper IV we define
the level of agreement using the R6040, R7525 and R9010 rule sets. The first rule
set, for example, dictates that a cell will adopt a feature if the variant holds at least
60 percent support in the neighborhood and will maintain a feature if it has at least
40 percent support in neighborhood. In each rule we fix the upper limit at 100
percent by default. In other words, all the ratio-based rules set the minimum level
of support for a feature to be either adopted or maintained, and assume that any
higher level of support is also equally acceptable.
It is important to note that the region estimates produced by the above three
rule sets are not derivatives of each other, but rather the answers to different
scenarios. In other words, setting the requirement for the level of agreement on the
neighborhood-level has intuitive implications on how homogenous the resulting
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regions are. This freedom of definition is analogous to the negotiation of the exact
location of traditional isoglosses, as described in Section 2.1.5, only now using the
definite procedure of CA instead of the judgment of the dialectologist creating the
map. It is also noteworthy that the CA routinely overcomes any multiple entries
that may exist for any given cell, i.e. informant (see Figure 5 in Paper IV for
illustration).
In effect, as Paper IV states, “we ask the CA to plot regions where neighboring
speakers have a high level of agreement, that is, where many speakers in the same
neighborhood use a dialect feature, by specifying particular rules for the definite
procedure” (Paper IV, p. 10-11). In so doing, the CA allows us to transform the
classic question of where a line between features should be drawn on a map into
new simpler question of defining what is considered to be an appropriate level of
agreement. The result, obtained without any further user involvement, is a colorcoded plot of the regions assigned to each surviving variant. Figure 29 below,
reprinted from Paper IV, shows an example plot.

Fig. 29 R6040 (60% Live Neighbors to Adopt, 40% Live Neighbors to Maintain), Names
for a Thunderstorm (Reprinted by permission from Paper IV © 2016 SAGE Publications).
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We validate the results in two ways. Firstly, we compare the location of the assigned
regions with the variant locations in the original survey data. This is illustrated in
Figures 12-14 in Paper IV. This comparison shows that the regions have formed
around select locations from the original data and not moved to remote locations as
was the case with the Bailey rules earlier. The plots also show that due to
competition between variants at each location some variants have lost ground and
others gained it. Secondly, we compare the individual variant regions to traditional
Density Estimation (DE) plots of the same variants from the original survey data.
This comparison was also made in Paper III, but now Density Estimation is built
into the CA for improved access. The comparison shows that regions have formed
around strong locations for each variant, which lends further credibility to the CA
regions. However, the DE plots show each variant in a vacuum and as a result do
not impose any competition between the variants. To introduce a level of
competition into the DE plots we develop a new proportional density estimate plot
that observes the multiple variant densities at each location and produces a colorcoded plot of the strongest variants at each location. Figure 30, reprinted from Paper
IV, provides an example.

Fig. 30 DE Proportional Plot, Outlines for Thundershower (Reprinted by permission
from Paper IV © 2016 SAGE Publications).
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Based on the results, it is a defensible conclusion that the CA has created regions
that are mostly in agreement with the DE plots, but which also show the
competition between features illustrated in the DE proportional plots. Furthermore,
the CA has processed all the features simultaneously and negotiated regions based
on all occurrences of all features at the same time. The result is a rigorous,
repeatable process that grows regions based on initial data positions instead of
drawing divisions subjectively between them.
3.3.2 Region estimation for ordinal data
The previous experiments all involved lexical survey data that is non-ordinal in
nature. The phonetic data collected from the same LAP surveys on the other hand
is ordinal in nature and allows for the calculation of variant similarity through
measures such as Levenshtein string edit distance. This similarity measure in turn
can be incorporated into the running of the CA to facilitate a more realistic
mechanism of competition between ordinal data values, such as alternative
phonetic realizations of the same word.
In Paper V we run both non-ordinal and ordinal simulations using the same
phonetic data. Through the application of both a stricter and a looser
implementation of a string similarity measure we observe the pronounced effect the
measure has on the variant regions produced.
The move from non-ordinal to ordinal enables previously non-compatible
variants to now interact, which results in both a reduction of surviving variants and
the introduction of overlap among regions (see Figures 1 and 5 in Paper V).
Interestingly, the ordinal results suggest that a globally dominant variant may be
found at most locations, where it may or may not be accompanied by another
locally strong variant. At the same time, most other variants will not co-exist at the
same locations, unless at narrow transitional regions between neighboring variants.
This is illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 in Paper V. It is also noteworthy that the two
non-phonetic values, NA and NR (corresponding to “not asked” and “not recorded”
by the survey investigators), survived the non-ordinal simulation, but have
disappeared in the ordinal simulation. These two values are only compatible with
one another, but not with the larger number of other variants that are compatible
among themselves to varying degrees.
The move to a more relaxed string similarity measure alters the variant
frequencies, and allows a few more low-frequency variants to survive. The
resulting regions plot is now completely black, indicating multiple variants at all
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locations, but it is important to note that no variant extends uniformly across the
entire grid, and not all variants grow.
The most striking result of the ordinal simulation is offered by a comparison
between simulations including and excluding the phonetic “oncers”, i.e. variants
that only occur once in the original survey data. When a simulation is run using the
relaxed string similarity measure, but excluding the oncers, the result is a
surprisingly well-bounded array of variant regions (see Figure 10 in Paper V). Upon
closer inspection of the regions it becomes evident that while some variant regions
appear to overlap, others fit together more like pieces of a puzzle (see Figures 11a
and 11b in Paper V). This indicates that the CA has negotiated borders between
compatible variants, instead of merging them, based on all of the variants in
existence at a given location.
When the level of string similarity allowed is raised in the simulations from a
string edit distance of 1 (indicating the smallest measurable difference between two
strings) new pairs/groups of variants become compatible and more variants survive.
As a result, a given variant may gain or lose ground as the amount of variation
allowed in the simulation is increased. The loss of ground is attributable to
neighboring variants finding increased support, and therefore gaining ground on
the now weakened variant. A new visualization, the consensus view, allows for the
result of multiple simulations with varying string similarity thresholds to be plotted.
The visualization does not lend itself to straightforward comparisons between the
different simulation runs, but it does allow for conclusions to be drawn on how
likely a variant is to occur at any given location given a set allowance for similarity
between variants (in the paper, a threshold of up to 5). Figure 31 below shows a
sample plot from Paper V.
We validate the results by comparing the consensus view with the DE plot of
the same variant from the original survey data. The choice of the string similarity
threshold has a great impact on the assigned region in any individual simulation,
but a composite view over all such simulations appears to provide realistic results
that go beyond simple DE plots, but do not contradict DE plots.
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Fig. 31 A composite of regions assigned to a specific variant using multiple string edit
distance settings (Reprinted by permission from Paper V © 2019 Authors).
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4

Discussion
”Time is a great teacher, but unfortunately it kills its pupils”
Hector Berliotz

4.1

Significance of results

This thesis marks the completion of a decade of work on digitizing, sorting and
understanding real-world survey data. All of the work was conducted on the back
of other projects, but nonetheless a substantial body of work emerged from the
pilot-like sprints spanning a period of time from 2005 to 2018.
The development of the GISCA simulation environment for language is a
concrete outcome of the work. The simulation tool fuses together features of
cellular automata, geographic information systems and even limited aspects of
agent-based networks providing a versatile platform for simulating language
change and observing patterns in the data. The most significant aspect of the tool
is not in its technical construction, but in the straightforward and objective
approaches to using real-world linguistic data in studies into language. Many of the
visualizations built into the tool are also novel, from both the point of view of what
has been attempted in dialectology and also cellular automata in general. The
answer to the first research question set in Section 1.2, and studied in each of the
five papers here, is therefore yes. The cellular automaton as an inherently spatial
tool lends itself well to the study of language across a geographic space. Moreover,
the CAs structure of interconnected cells with cell states and update rules based on
neighborhoods matches well with the concept of interacting speakers and the theory
of complex systems. In all the investigations reported on in this thesis, no obstacles
or obvious deficiencies were encountered to indicate that the CA was not wellsuited to the complex systems of speech model.
The tool has so far been used in at least 17 academic papers, all involving the
author of this thesis, and a number of university courses organized at the University
of Georgia, USA, the University of Glasgow, UK and the University of Oulu,
Finland. In addition to this thesis, the tool is also set to influence a book currently
under preparation to Cambridge University Press by Kretzschmar. The tool itself is
now hosted on servers both in Finland and the USA, and its future use appears
certain.
The two tracks of this thesis, both answering to a research question set in
Section 1.2, have each provided insight into the modeling of language change and
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the negotiation of region estimates based on real-world data as outlined in the
previous section.
On the first track, the successful application of the theory of the complex
system of speech to a computer simulation, the linguistically feasible simulation
produced and the novel visualizations tapping into change during the simulation
are all concrete results.
On the second track, the ability to replace traditional isoglosses with an
objective, straight-forward process that provides intuitive visual answers to the
classic question of region estimation is a significant step forward. The simplified
rules used by the CA in region estimation enable wider access to the tool, and may
assist more scholars examine data in a manner that facilitates comparisons across
studies and data sets. So far, the results obtained in our own investigations, e.g.
Paper IV and Paper V, largely adhere to earlier results, and thus have not changed
any established linguistic theories, but rather added support to them. In addition, a
few of the mechanisms and visualizations developed for the survey data, including
the social similarity recipes and their visualization, mark novel systematic
approaches to going beyond anecdotal remarks of earlier dialectology. All of these
tools are, however, still prototypes from pilot investigations.
In light of the results, all three fundamental research questions set out in
Section 1 can be answered in the affirmative. Throughout the experiments the CA
has proven itself as not only a possible, but also a practical computer model for the
complex system of speech. In many instances the traditional concept of a CA has
been modified or extended to better address language, e.g. by using extended
neighborhoods and ratio-based rules, but these modifications cannot be seen as
violations to CA mechanics.
Ultimately, the tool itself is the most significant result of the work. The sparsity
of dedicated time and resources to work on the subject matter has on occasion
limited the scope of each pilot, but as a body of work the results are both significant
and broad. The individual papers provide introductions to how the tool can be used,
but each paper could be expanded on to become its own research track. The
framework provided by complexity science provides a fruitful platform to continue
experiments on language, and the toolbox of simulation mechanisms and
visualizations offered by GISCA should lend themselves to such investigations.
One example of an interesting research topic for an application of the tool is
the comparison old established beliefs to the regions produced by the CA. In
particular, the role of the Mason-Dixon Line (which Kurath found no evidence for
in LAP data) and the various land types (e.g. coastal plain, Piedmont and mountains)
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identified in the LAP data. The GIS-aware setup of the grid in GISCA should
facilitate the investigation of these, and other types of geographic structures in the
data, but this was not dealt with in this thesis.
Another appealing area of research is to look deeper into the similarity of
speakers, both in terms of social similarity and regional cohesion. The concept of
attractors could be a very fruitful tool in this type of research. Similarly, new ideas
suggested by adjacent fields of study, such as the field of language evolution studies,
could also provide further insight into how language may evolve over individual
speakers. The simulation as it is coupled into real-world language data, should
prove itself as a useful tool in such new studies.
It is perhaps, this coupling with real data and the versatile mechanics – tied into
the equally versatile properties of the underlying data – that GISCA offers which
make it a noteworthy contribution for linguistics. This straightforward coupling
may be a useful feature for linguist-users, such as dialectologists and diachronic
linguists, but perhaps also for sociolinguists who are interested in the influence of
social properties on language change.
It is perhaps unproductive to attempt to synthesize together the various
contributions made by this thesis into a single unified take-away message or finding.
Instead, it is my sincere hope that the work presented here, and the tool developed
through the work, will spark new computer-assisted studies of language – some of
which may confirm or change researcher intuitions that were otherwise difficult to
test.
From an engineering point of view too, the transition from CPU-based
processing to GPU-based processing, the efficient handling of several linguistic
items at the same time and the development of new visualizations based on the
simulation all offer appealing future avenues, but represent only a few among the
many apparent future investigations.
4.2

Limitations and generalizability

A persistent issue in dealing with large-scale survey data is both the availability and
reliability of such data. The Linguistic Atlas Project data used in this thesis
comprises, if not the largest, than one of the largest bodies of dialect data currently
in existence. The principled curation of the data over the last 90 years means that it
is one the most reliable datasets of its kind in the world. However, it too is
susceptible to the inconsistencies caused by fieldworker differences and small
variations in the study design over the years.
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The adoption of the complex system of speech model, and the cellular
automaton in particular, are a similar cause of limitations on the applicability of the
results from this thesis. The question here is primarily of how well the model fits
real-world language change. For this reason, and from the very beginning of work
on this thesis, an approach was adopted of biting off the smallest possible piece at
a time and visualizing all results as soon as possible. This has hopefully mitigated
many “black box” issues and increased the transparency and therefore reliability of
processing within the CA tools. It has, however, also resulted in an emphasis on
analyzing a single survey question at a time. This has become a feature of all the
investigations contained in this thesis, and while it perhaps offers a welcome
counterbalance to the aggregate studies performed by other means, it necessarily
also means that the obtained results are in danger of being somewhat anecdotal.
Ultimately, the work in this thesis represents – to quote Olasope Oyelaran – an
inquiry on an aspect of reality, which is perhaps all that has ever been achieved in
terms of linguistics. Here I have tackled several different aspects, and hopefully
provided meaningful contributions to each.
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5

Summary

Linguistic data collections, such as representative language and dialect corpora
collected over several decades, have in the past 15 years become the focus of
extensive digitization efforts. The Linguistic Atlas Project (LAP), containing
meticulously curated American language survey data from the past 90 years, is a
prime example of such a corpus. The scholarly use of such bodies has traditionally
relied heavily on the linguist researcher’s intuition in observing patterns and
producing maps of the data to answer questions on language use across time and
space. Some solutions have been offered by statistical methods and geographic
information systems, but the high learning curves involved in these techniques have
limited their appeal in dialectology. At the same time, the spatially and temporally
scattered nature of language datasets, and the lack of longitudinal data in particular,
has hindered the modeling of language change in dialectology.
This thesis aims to provide solutions for both visualizing spatial variation in
language and modeling its temporal change. The framework adopted for this work
is the theory of the complex system of speech, and the method of implementation
that of the cellular automaton. A further distinguishing feature of the work is that it
uses the extensive data holdings of the Linguistic Atlas Project as a source of realworld language data to base its simulations on. The results obtained through the
work are validated in respect to previous linguistic theory, and the complex systems
of speech in particular.
The results of the work include the construction of a versatile simulation
environment for language, and its successful application to a) the development of
a linguistically feasible simulation of language change, and b) the development of
an objective, straightforward process for region estimation of linguistic features. In
light of the results obtained, all three fundamental research questions set out by the
thesis can be answered in the affirmative. Throughout the experiments the CA has
proven itself as not only a possible, but also a practical computer model for the
complex system of speech. In many instances the traditional concept of a CA has
been modified or extended to better address language, e.g. by using extended
neighborhoods and ratio-based rules, but these modifications cannot be seen as
violations to CA mechanics.
Ultimately, the tool itself is the most significant result of the work. The sparsity
of dedicated time and resources to work on the subject matter has on occasion
limited the scope of each pilot, but as a body of work the results are both significant
and broad. The individual papers provide introductions to how the tool can be used,
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but each paper could be expanded on to become its own research track. The
framework provided by complexity science provides a fruitful platform to continue
experiments on language, and the toolbox of simulation mechanisms and
visualizations offered by GISCA should lend themselves to such investigations.
Ultimately, the work in this thesis represents – to quote Olasope Oyelaran – an
inquiry on an aspect of reality, which is perhaps all that has ever been achieved in
terms of linguistics. Here I have tackled several different aspects, and hopefully
provided meaningful contributions to each.
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